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ABSTRACT  
   
This dissertation will investigate two of the most promising high-capacity anode 
materials for lithium-based batteries: silicon (Si) and metal lithium (Li). It will focus on 
studying the mechanical behaviors of the two materials during charge and discharge and 
understanding how these mechanical behaviors may affect their electrochemical 
performance.  
In the first part, amorphous Si anode will be studied. Despite many existing studies 
on silicon (Si) anodes for lithium ion batteries (LIBs), many essential questions still exist 
on compound formation, composition, and properties. Here it is shown that some 
previously accepted findings do not truthfully reflect the actual lithiation mechanisms in 
realistic battery configurations. Furthermore the correlation between structure and 
mechanical properties in these materials has not been properly established. Here, a rigorous 
and thorough study is performed to comprehensively understand the electrochemical 
reaction mechanisms of amorphous-Si (a-Si) in a realistic LIB configuration. In-depth 
microstructural characterization was performed and correlations were established between 
Li-Si composition, volumetric expansion, and modulus/hardness. It is found that the 
lithiation process of a-Si in a real battery setup is a single-phase reaction rather than the 
accepted two-phase reaction obtained from in-situ TEM experiments. The findings in this 
dissertation establish a reference to quantitatively explain many key metrics for lithiated a-
Si as anodes in real LIBs, and can be used to rationally design a-Si based high-performance 
LIBs guided by high-fidelity modeling and simulations.  
In the second part, Li metal anode will be investigated. Problems related to dendrite 
growth on lithium metal anodes such as capacity loss and short circuit present major 
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barriers to the next-generation high-energy-density batteries. The development of 
successful mitigation strategies is impeded by the incomplete understanding of the Li 
dendrite growth mechanisms. Here the enabling role of plating residual stress in dendrite 
initiation through novel experiments of Li electrodeposition on soft substrates is confirmed, 
and the observations is explained with a stress-driven dendrite growth model. Dendrite 
growth is mitigated on such soft substrates through surface-wrinkling-induced stress 
relaxation in deposited Li film. It is demonstrated that this new dendrite mitigation 
mechanism can be utilized synergistically with other existing approaches in the form of 
three-dimensional (3D) soft scaffolds for Li plating, which achieves superior coulombic 
efficiency over conventional hard copper current collectors under large current density. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
Lithium-based batteries have been widely used in applications such as portable 
electronic devices and satellites because of their high energy density, no memory effect, 
reasonable life cycle, and one of the best energy-to-weight ratios1. According to the charge 
storage mechanism, lithium-based batteries are classified into two types: lithium-ion (Li-
ion) batteries that consist of intercalated Li compound as the cathode providing Li+ in the 
electrochemical reaction and lithium (Li) batteries which use Li metal as the anode. 
For conventional graphitic anode materials, the specific theoretical reversible 
capacity is 372 mAh g-1 based on a final composition of LixC6 (0<x≤1), which obviously 
limits the possibility of constructing a high-energy density battery system. Silicon (Si) is 
an attractive anode material being closely scrutinized for use in Li-ion batteries because of 
its very high theoretical charge capacity of 3,795 mAh g-1. The development of Si-anode 
Li-ion batteries, however, has lagged behind because of the large volumetric change (380%) 
of Si-anodes upon insertion and extraction of Li (each Si atom can accommodate 3.75 Li 
atoms leading to the formation of Li15Si4 alloy), resulting in fracture (Fig. 1.1), 
pulverization and early capacity fading2. In other words, this coupled mechanics (e.g., 
volumetric change) and electrochemistry problem is the bottleneck on the development of 
Si anode Li-ion batteries. To resolve this issue, many novel methods have been proposed. 
For example, thus far, it was evidenced that Si nanostructures such as three-dimensional 
porous Si particles3, Si nanocomposites4-8, nest-like Si nanospheres9, Si nanotubes10, Si 
core-shell nanowires11-13 and amorphous or crystalline Si thin films14-19 on rough surfaces 
obtained via different synthesis routes, have shown improved electrochemical performance 
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and are considered to be excellent candidates for high performance electrode materials in 
Li-ion batteries than bulk Si. The nanostructured Si can provide the hosting sites for storing 
large amounts of Li-ions and a short diffusion distance (compared to bulk Si), which may 
bring about a high discharging rate (high-power density). Despite of the improved 
performance of Si anodes, the decay of the performance still presents when it comes to 
commercialize the aforementioned conceptions. Therefore, a fundamental understanding 
of this coupled behavior of mechanics and electrochemistry will not only advance our 
knowledge on the failure of Si under lithiation, but also provide a means to control or even 
optimize the electrochemical performance of Li-ion batteries from a unique way of 
mechanics. 
 
Fig. 1.1 Diffusion-induced stress fails Si during cyclic charge/discharge. 
 
On the other hand, Li metal based batteries (Li-S, and lithium-air batteries) are also 
among the most promising electrochemical energy storage solutions to enable dramatic 
energy density increase and cost reduction over the currently dominant lithium-ion (Li-ion) 
battery technology. However, the long-standing issue of dendrite formation on Li metal 
electrode upon electrochemical cycling presents a major hurdle to the applications of Li 
metal-based batteries20,21 (Fig. 1.2).  Needlelike Li crystals grow on the anode upon charge 
and discharge, become electrically isolated from the substrate due to non-uniform 
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dissolution rates at different sites of the dendrite. The direct victim of such Li loss is energy 
density, because excessive Li has to be used in the cell to make up for the loss. More 
seriously, a hazard could be caused by such “dead Li” crystal, which is electrochemically 
inactive but chemically hyper-reactive due to their high surface area. When dendrite growth 
pierces the separator and results in an internal short, thermal runaway and explosion occurs. 
Current research on resolving this critical problem mainly focuses on using new 
electrolytes and additives22-26 to form protective layer on Li surface, developing solid 
electrolytes27,28 to block dendrite growth, and employing 3D conducting scaffold with high 
surface area to reduce electroplating flux29-31. While these efforts have resulted in 
appreciable progress, complete control of Li dendritic growth has not yet been achieved. 
 
Fig. 1.2 Li dendrite growth during electrochemical plating. 
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CHAPTER 2 
QUANTIFYING ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF AMORPHOUS SILICON-
BASED LITHIUM-ION BATTERY 
Introduction 
It is fortunate that many studies have been conducted to understand the material 
properties of lithiated silicon (Si), such as morphology, phase transformation, composition, 
volume expansion, and modulus, motivated by the highest known theoretical capacity of 
Si as a promising anode material for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). Unfortunately, many 
fundamentally important issues have not yet been satisfactorily investigated. Some of the 
observations in the literature are contradictory and some approaches used are inaccurate or 
even incorrect. For example, based on in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
experiments32-39, recent in-situ mircro-Raman, in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) and in-situ 
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) experiments40-43, and some ex-situ characterizations (e.g., AES, 
XPS, SIMS)44,45, one well-known finding is that the electrochemical process of crystalline 
Si (c-Si) is a two-phase transformation with a sharp interface between the amorphous Li-
Si phase and the intact c-Si phase moving towards the remaining intact Si until it is 
completely consumed.  The same conclusion of a two-phase reaction was made for 
nanoscale amorphous Si (a-Si), based on in-situ TEM observations46,47. However, many 
early reports state that the reaction is a one-phase reaction48,49.  
 Putting these controversies aside, one may note that many of the observations in 
the literature, to-date, are based on in-situ TEM experiments. In TEM observations, Si 
(either c-Si or a-Si) is charged by large potential bias that leads to large current density (up 
to 30 C in average) which is not feasible in a realistic conventional LIB configuration. 
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Therefore, the existing efforts of determining the lithiation process for Si may not fully 
uncover the mechanism for realistic conventional LIB configurations which usually use 
much smaller charging rates (e.g. C/3 and C/10).  
 The reported physical properties of lithiated Si also have some issues. High-energy 
capacity of Si is associated with high volumetric change. Based on atomistic simulations50 
or nanoscale electrochemical observations, such as using atomic force microscope (AFM) 
and in-operando neutron reflectometry48,51, volumetric changes in the range of 375% or 
400% have been widely reported and used in many theoretical modeling and simulations 
(for example52-57). However, the dependence of volumetric change on Li composition as Si 
is lithiated has not been satisfactorily explored because the composition of Li itself has not 
been thoroughly and quantitatively measured. One of the assumptions that is often made 
in determining the Li composition (i.e., LixSi where x = 0 for unlithiated Si) is to simply 
calculate the number of moles of Li as a counterpart of the electrons that have been pumped, 
based on applied current and time. In other words, the charging time was used to determine 
the Li fraction in a Li-Si alloy48,51. This assumption is not valid for lithiated Si because of 
the formation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) and parasite reactions that actually 
consume large amounts of Li. Another assumption is to use the cutoff voltages to determine 
the Li fractions58,59. However, different cutoff voltages are only related to different Li 
fractions near the electrolyte/Li-Si interface. The potential inside the Li-Si alloy is in fact 
heavily dependent on the kinetics of the reaction60.  
 It is important to note that the observed two-phase process from the in-situ TEM 
experiments does not support the above assumptions since in a two-phase reaction, a 
certain Li-Si ratio (e. g. Li3.4Si) will always form first and then move toward unlithiated Si 
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until Si is consumed. That is to say, no matter what charging time or cutoff voltages are 
used, there will only be one Li-Si ratio for most of the charging period. Also, as pointed 
out by Li and Dahn in the Li-Si phase diagram obtained from the in-situ XRD c-Si 
experiment, during the initial lithiation, Si and LixSi form a “mixture” (Si+ LixSi); while 
in the 2nd lithiation where c-Si has been amorphized, an individual x value in LixSi 
correlates to a specific capacity61. As the Li composition is a fundamental baseline of many 
related characterizations, its inaccuracy has influenced other measurements, such as 
modulus and hardness of lithiated Si. Limited comparisons between experiments (such as 
using curvature measurements62 and nanoindentation58,59,63,64) and modeling (such as with 
density functional theory (DFT), ab initio, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations65-67) 
have been conducted. The fact that the actual compositions have not been accurately 
measured hinders the relationship between structure and mechanical properties in these 
materials.  
 Because of the importance of the Si anode in LIBs and the lack of consensus on the 
precise metrics in this area, it is important to fundamentally understand phase 
transformation mechanisms and correlate these important quantities, such as Li-Si 
composition, volumetric expansion, moduli and hardness, with realistic conventional 
current density. Here a rigorous and thorough study is reported to identify the phase 
formation and Li-Si composition using auger electron spectroscopy (AES), volumetric 
expansion using focused ion beam (FIB), and the Young’s modulus and hardness by 
nanoindentation on the same lithiated a-Si thin films in different state of charges (SOCs). 
In order to fairly compare with the in-situ TEM experiments, 100 nm-thick a-Si thin film 
is used as the anode, which has the same dimension in the in-situ TEM experiments, to 
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identify the reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, explicit relationships between Li-Si 
composition, volumetric expansion, and modulus of lithiated a-Si is established. It is found 
that with standard charging rate of C/3, the lithiation of a-Si appears to be a single-phase 
process with no sharp phase interface, which is different from previously reported in-situ 
TEM observations. The direct measurement of Li composition provides more meaningful 
characterization on volumetric expansion and modulus. The present study resolves long-
standing controversies and inaccuracies in the important area of Si anode and establishes 
databases for theoretical modeling and simulations, and thus references to rationally design 
Si anodes for high-performance LIBs.  
 
Experiment 
Si thin film anode preparation and Li-ion Battery assembly. For Si lithiation 
mechanism study, Chromium (10 nm), Copper (400 nm), Chromium (5 nm) and Silicon 
(100 nm) layers were deposited in sequence on the surface of Si wafer substrate using 
sputter PVD method. For lithiated Si expansion and nanoindentation study, Chromium (30 
nm), Copper (800 nm), Chromium (30 nm) and Silicon (1 µm) layers were deposited in 
sequence on the Si wafer substrate using the same method (Fig. 2.1a). Because of the large 
thickness of Cu and Si, to ensure the quality of the films, the deposition of Cu and Si were 
carried out in multiple sessions. For Cu deposition, two sessions with 400 nm in each 
session were used. Three sessions were used for Si deposition with each session depositing 
350 nm, 350 nm and 300 nm. The deposited Si was confirmed to be amorphous by Raman 
spectroscopy (Fig. 2.1b). Excluding the undesired area, the deposited Si film and Si wafer 
were covered with photoresist (AZ 4330) and then patterned by XeF2 etching to expose the 
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Cu layer. Finally, the electrode was rinsed by acetone, methanol and isopropyl alcohol to 
remove the photoresist. The battery consisted of Si thin film as anode with Li metal (0.75 
mm, Sigma-Aldrich) as reference and counter electrode in 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DMC:DEC 
(1:1:1) (MTI Corp.) electrolyte. The two electrodes were laminated with an ion-permeable 
polymer (polypropylene Celgard 2500), which functioned as a separator. The electrodes, 
separator and electrolyte were sealed and vacuumed in an aluminized polyethylene (PE) 
pouch (Sigma-Aldrich). All assembly manipulations were performed in an argon-filled 
glovebox. For the lithiation mechanism experiment, only constant current of C/3 was used. 
For the expansion, modulus and hardness measurement experiment, the lithiation of Si thin 
film was performed using a lower constant current of C/10 rate until the potential reached 
a cutoff value, which was set to determine the approximate SOC, then switching to constant 
potential until the current dropped to 1-5% of C/10. In this dissertation, Si thin film was 
adopted as electrode to show the lithiation mechanism. One should note that in 
conventional battery, electrode is usually composed of active materials particles, binders 
and conductive carbon. A proper selection of elastic binder is very important for Si 
electrode because it not only provides binding force between particles but also confines the 
expansion and controls the stress during the expansion to avoid pulverization of Si. 
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Fig. 2.1 Si thin film electrode fabrication and characterization. (a) Schematic illustration 
of the fabrication of Si thin film electrode. (b) Amorphous Si confirmed by Raman 
spectroscopy. 
 
For AES, FIB and nanoindentation measurements, the lithiated Si electrode was 
taken out from the cell and immersed in an anhydrous dimethyl carbonate (DMC) filled 
vial for two hours to remove the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer on the surface of the 
electrode68. After the removal of SEI, the electrode was cut into three pieces for AES, FIB 
and nanoindentation, respectively. All these procedures took place in the glovebox. During 
transfer of the samples, special care was taken to minimize the oxidation of the samples. 
The first piece was transferred to AES facility inside a sealed glass jar. For FIB operation, 
the second piece was first mounted on a SEM stub and then sealed inside a glass jar in the 
glove box. The third piece was mounted on a stainless steel disk, attached to the localized 
high-temperature stage, using a mounting adhesive (Crystalbond™, West Chester, PA) and 
then the whole assembly was transferred to the nanoindenter inside an aluminized 
polyethylene (PE) packaging bag. 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) Li-Si composition measurements.  The sample 
was mounted on the AES sample holder in glovebox and transferred to the chamber which 
was then vacuumed to a base pressure is 105 10  Torr. The pressure in the system during 
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the profile was 95 10  Torr. The primary electron beam energy was 3 keV and the beam 
current was 1 A. The energy regions for the desired elements were scanned and then ion 
etching was switched on for 2 minutes per cycle. The ion gun beam energy was 4 keV. 
Atomic concentration percentage was calculated by differentiating the data and measuring 
peak height vs baseline. 
Measurements of Young’s modulus and hardness of lithiated Si. Nanoindentation 
was performed using a commercial nanoindenter (Nanoindenter XP-II, Agilent) equipped 
with a localized high-temperature stage (also referred as hot stage). Although tests were 
performed at room temperature, the provision of continuous supply of argon gas with hot 
stage was required to prevent the oxidation of lithiated Si sample during nanoindentation. 
Before transferring the lithiated Si sample from glove box to the nanoindenter, the 
Berkovich tip was calibrated by measuring Young’s modulus and hardness of a silica 
standard, using the same condition as used in the actual tests. Nanoindentation on lithiated 
Si was conducted in strain rate control with a strain rate target of 0.05 s-1. At least 15 
indentations were made on each sample and the maximum depth of indentation was 
maintained at 700 nm. To minimize the effect of thermal drift, the tests were conducted 
only when the thermal drift value was lower than 0.07 nm/s. A continuous stiffness 
measurement (CSM) technique was used during indentation, where a load is applied to the 
indenter tip to drive the indenter into the specimen surface while concurrently 
superimposing an oscillating force with a small amplitude (significantly smaller than the 
nominal load)69. By using CSM technique, the hardness and modulus can be measured 
continuously with indentation depth which is useful to know substrate effect. Young’s 
modulus and hardness for an individual indentation were measured as the average value 
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over a depth range where both modulus and hardness were independent of depth (plateau 
region). The contact stiffness (S) in CSM is calculated using the following equation: 
                              
 
1
20
.0
1 1
cos fs
S F KK m
Z
 
 
 
  
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  
                                    (2-1) 
where F0 is the force amplitude, Z0 is the displacement amplitude,  is the frequency of 
oscillation,  is the phase angle between displacement and the force, Kf is the frame 
stiffness, Ks is the spring constant of leaf springs supporting the indenter, and m is the mass 
of the indenter. The values of the force amplitude, displacement amplitude, and the phase 
angle are continuously measured and allow calculating the contact stiffness. From the 
contact stiffness values, the reduced modulus Er and the Young’s modulus can be 
calculated using the following equations: 
                                                       
2r
SE
A


                                                        (2-2) 
                                               
2 21 1 1 i
r iE E E
                                                       (2-3) 
where E and  are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material, and Ei and i are 
that for the indenter; A is the contact area and β is the indenter geometry factor. Poisson’s 
ratios for unlithiated Si and for lithiated Si were taken as 0.2259 and 0.26, respectively. The 
first-principal calculations showed that Poisson ratio varies from 0.24 to 0.30 for lithiated 
silicon alloys65. A Poisson ratio value of 0.26 which is an approximate average value of all 
those values is chosen. It should also be noted that there is not much impact of Poisson 
ratio since changing the Poisson ratio from 0.24 to 0.30 changes the modulus by only 3%. 
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Hardness (H) is given by the ratio of applied load to the area, i.e., H = P/A and is 
independent of Poisson ratio. Fig. 2.2 show SEM images of sample after indentation.  
 
Fig. 2.2 SEM images after indentation 
 
Simulation of a-Si thin film and sphere charged at extremely high rate (30C) and 
normal rate (C/3). The chemical potential per mole is given in a simple form as  
                                                        ln
1
CRT
C
 

                                                       (2-4) 
where C  is the normalized nominal Li concentration in Si which will be discussed in later 
paragraph, RT  is the product of gas constant R  and absolute temperature T . The kinetic 
law describing the mass flux of Li in to Si is also given in nominal quantities as 
                                                        K
K
CDJ
RT X
 

                                                     (2-5) 
where C is the nominal Li concentration, D is the diffusivity of Li in Li-Si alloy.  
The governing equation for the coupled large deformation and mass diffusion is the 
mass conservation law as 
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expressed in the reference coordinates KX  at time t .  
A dimensionless formulation is used. The energy per mole is normalized by RT  
(unit: 1J mole ); mole density is normalized by maxC (unit: 
3mole m  ); length is 
normalized by the characteristic height H  for Si film, and characteristic radius R for Si 
sphere (unit: m) ; and time is normalized by 2 /H D . Dimensionless quantities are defined 
as follow: coordinates /K KX X H , /j jx x H  Li concentration max/C C C , time 
2/Dt H   , chemical potential / RT   and flux  max/J J L C D . 
Based on equations (1)-(2), the dimensionless nominal flux becomes 
                                                         
1
1
K
K
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                                              (2-7) 
and the dimensionless mass conservation law becomes 
                                                        0K
K
C J
X
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 
.                                                      (2-8) 
 The governing equation for heat transfer in ABAQUS is  
                                                      i
i
fdU T r
dT t x
   
 
                                                   (2-9) 
where   is the density, U  is the heat energy, T  is the temperature, t  is the time, if  is the 
true heat flux and r  is heat source. Rather than Eulerian description, it is an updated 
Lagrangian description which uses the converged coordinates from the last time step as the 
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new reference state. The mass conservation law in total Lagrangian description is expressed 
in current configuration as 
                                      
1 KiK
i
F JC
det detx
       F F
 =0.                                       (2-10) 
by comparing equation (6) for heat transfer and equation (7) for mass diffusion, an analogy 
between them can be established by the following equivalence, 
                                                           
,
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the deformation gradient F is extracted from ABAQUS subroutine UMAT and the above 
process is implemented using UMATHT. 
 Finally, the thermal (compositional) expansion for large deformation is given by  
                                                      
(N) (N 1)
(N)
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T
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

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                                             (2-12) 
which is implemented using subroutine UEXPAN. And the deformation dependent flux for 
the current state is given by Nanson’s formula 
                                                
  1 1K Ki L Li
Jj
det N F N F 

F
                                      (2-13) 
which is implemented using DFLUX. A more detailed derivation and explanation can be 
found in reference53,55.  
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To model the Si thin film, A thin pillar with the dimension of 25 nm × 25 nm × 100 
nm with x1-x2 plane constrained was used to simulate 1D expansion of Si nano film. The 
principle stretch is only decided by the Li concentration change   1i C C   , where C  
is the normalized nominal Li concentration in Si and   is the non-dimensional coefficient 
of compositional expansion. It must be point out here that even the linear dimensional 
change is assumed to be linearly dependent on Li concentration, which has been shown 
incorrect in this study (Fig. 2.6d), the constrained expansion (or 1D case) in the present 
simulation equates linear dimensional change to volumetric change. Thus this linear 
assumption is valid. The molar volume of Si is 6 3 1/ 1.2 10Si Si SiM m mole      , where 
SiM  and Si  are molar mass and density of Si. For the maximum lithiation product Li3.75Si, 
the nominal Li concentration maxC  is max 3.75 / SiC   and hence the normalized nominal 
Li concentration C  is max/C C C .   can be determined by the maximum volumetric 
change, which is equal to 282%. The diffusivity D of Li in Li-Si alloy varies from 
17 2 11 10 m s   to 16 2 11 10 m s  with different Li concentrations46. Here, a median D  value 
of 17 2 15 10 m s   was chosen to represent its overall effect. The only variable in the 
simulation is nominal mass flux J . For charging rate of 30 C and C/3, fully charge a 25 
nm × 25 nm × 100 nm Si pillar to Li3.75Si takes a total time of 30 3600 / 30 120Ctotalt s   and 
3 3600 3 10800Ctotalt s   . J is determined by maxtotalJAt C AH , where A  is the cross-
sectional area of in the reference state and H  is the height of the pillar. Hence, the nominal 
flux 30CJ  and 3CJ  for 30 C and C/3 are 4 2 130 2.59 10 )CJ mole m s
      and 
6 2 1
3 2.88 10 )CJ mole m s
     . The simulation was performed in ABAQUS via its user-
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defined subroutines. Similar methods are adopted in the modeling of Si nanosphere. The 
parameters used in simulations are given in Table 2.1.  
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Parameters used in simulation.  
Parameters  Values 
Liv , molar volume of Li 6 3 113 10 m mole    
Siv , molar volume of Si 6 3 112 10 m mole    
 , rate of change of elastic modulus -0.1464 
maxC , maximum nominal Li concentration 6 30.3667 10 mole m    
R , gas constant 1 18.314J K mole    
T , room temperature 300K   
 , compositional expansion coefficient 0.5646   
D , diffusivity of Li 17 2 15 10 m s   
 
Results and discussion 
To characterize the composition evolution in the lithiation process, Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) was employed to obtain depth profiles of the composition of Li and Si 
in the Li-Si alloys. Unlike other widely employed surface analysis techniques such as X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is relatively slow and has poor spatial 
resolution, and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), which is difficult for quantitative 
studies, when combined with argon sputtering gun, AES is very efficient in the quantitative 
depth profiling of metallic or semi-metallic alloy with high spatial resolution70. The etching 
speed of the Auger system on the Li-Si sample was approximately 2.5 nm per cycle 
depending on the composition. Oxygen was detected to reflect the oxidation level during 
transfer of the sample from the glove box to the AES chamber. Cu was used to determine 
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if the AES depth profiling touches the current collector. If lithiation of Si is a two-phase 
process as observed in the in-situ TEM observations, one can expect a sharp dip in Li 
composition (Fig. 2.3a). On the contrary, a single-phase process suggests a relatively 
uniform Li concentration across the depth direction (Fig. 2.3a). Moreover, this assumption 
is valid even for lightly lithiated Si. Figs. 2.3b and 2.3c show the depth profiling of lithiated 
a-Si thin films under two cutoff voltages (0.2 V and 0.15 V) using AES. The cross-sections 
of the Si film under these two cutoff voltages were captured by focused ion beam (FIB) 
milling and are shown in Fig. 2.3d, along with the unlithiated a-Si for reference. It is 
observed that Si films expanded by 40% and 110%, respectively, as calculated from the 
images. From Figs. 2.3b and 2.3c, the sudden appearance of Cu marks the end of Li-Si 
alloy. In the region near Cu, there was an obvious increase in both Li and O. The higher O 
level is due to the surface oxidation of Cu after the deposited Cu was exposed to air. The 
increase of Li can be partially ascribed to Li aggregation near the Si/Cu interface which 
has been discussed before71. However, it’s most likely due to signal interference by the 
appearance of Cu, because the Li peaks at 43 eV and 58 eV are close to the low energy Cu 
peaks at 58 eV and 60 eV. The observations in Figs. 2.3b and 2.3c show that even for high 
cutoff voltages, meaning lightly lithiated Si, Li appears throughout the lithiated Si and no 
sharp dips were found for both cases, which is consistent with the assumption of the single-
phase reaction (Fig. 2.3a).  Therefore, it is clear that lithiating a-Si is a single-phase process 
in realistic conventional current density, not a two-phase reaction as observed in in-situ 
TEM. This is consistent with the indirect experiment about the lithiation of a-Si (not via 
in-situ TEM)48,49, in which the appearance of a continuous change of voltage profile is 
believed to be the evidence of a single-phase reaction72. 
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Fig. 2.3 Determination of lithiation mechanism of a-Si. (a) Schematic explanation of 
single-phase and two-phase lithiation processes. (b)-(c) The Li, Si, O and Cu 
concentration profiles using 0.2 V and 0.15 V cutoff voltage, obtained by auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES). Here the relatively high cutoff voltage provides slightly lithiated a-
Si. Li’s appearance throughout the sample shows the single-phase reaction mechanism. 
(d) The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing the cross-sectional view of 
unlithiated a-Si, lithiated a-Si with 0.2 V and 0.15 V cutoff voltages. The expansions are 
40% and 110%, respectively. 
 
The following explanation is offered. In the TEM setup, there is no conventional 
electrolyte or separator and Si is charged by direct contact of Li to Si using either an ionic 
liquid or solid Li oxide (Li2O) electrolyte as a separation. Moreover, the high potential bias 
between the two electrodes will induce extremely large current density up to 30 C in 
average on Si anode. In the conventional battery configuration, the charging rate is usually 
no greater than 1 C due to the limitation of Li diffusivity in electrolyte and the permeability 
of separator73-75. Therefore, the appearance of a sharp interface can be simply ascribed to 
the large current density that is feasible due to the high diffusion rate of Li atoms through 
ultrathin ionic liquid or Li2O and thus pumps Li atoms into Si anode at a high rate. However, 
the high-rate pumping is restrained by the limited diffusivity of Li in Si anode. Thus, 
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interface and interface movement appears. Under conventional charging rate (C/3, for 
example), Li atoms have sufficient time to diffuse and react with the Si anode. Therefore, 
the lithiation process in the conventional charging rate is a single-phase process. Also, the 
conventional definition of “phase” in materials science is followed, and two systems belong 
to the same phase if they share the same type of structure with given crystal symmetry. For 
our system, LixSi alloy distributes thorough out the electrode with varied Li concentration, 
but structure-wise it has the similar disordered structure. Therefore it is proper to regard 
the whole electrode as in a single phase. This is in clear contrast to the two-phase reaction 
mechanism of lithiation of a-Si, in which the electrode can be separated into two regions 
with lithiated and unlithiated Si. 
Continuum simulations have been conducted to study the effect of charging rate 
using the finite element package ABAQUS and its user defined subroutines to couple large 
deformation and diffusion. The Si thin film is modeled as a Si pillar with lateral (x1, x2) 
directions constrained and x3 as the only meaningful spatial coordinate. Fig. 2.4a shows the 
evolution of the normalized Li concentration (considering Li3.75Si as the fully charged state) 
for different SOCs at the charging rates of 30 C and C/3.  It is clearly observed that there 
is an interface and interface movement between the high and low Li containing domains 
for 30 C charging rate; while Li concentration is very uniform under C/3 charging rate. 
From the normalized Li concentration in the thickness direction for different SOCs at 
charging rates of 30 C and C/3, and shows a rapid change in Li concentration for high 
charge rate (30C) but not for low charge rate (C/3). A similar phenomenon occurs in a-Si 
nanoscale sphere with a radius of 100 nm (Fig. 2.4b). One should note that if other aspects 
(e.g., stress and chemical reaction) are considered in the modeling, a relatively uniform but 
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sloping profile rather than a perfectly uniform profile would be observed at low charge rate; 
and a much sharper profile would present at higher charge rate. Without considering these 
aspects, it won’t qualitatively change the conclusion though. More complicated models 
that couple finite deformation kinematics, stress-diffusion interaction and chemical 
reaction also point out that for a given ratio between the rate of interfacial reaction and that 
of Li diffusion in Si, a higher charging rate is likely to cause a two-phase process, while 
lower rates may result in continuous phase lithiation54,76, which in our case is in fact called 
single-phase lithiation.  
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Fig. 2.4 Simulation results of the Li concentration for different SOCs. The normalized Li 
concentration (considering Li3.75Si as the fully lithiated state) evolve for different SOCs 
at the charging rates of 30 C and C/3. Sharp interface and interface move is observed 
under 30 C; while relatively uniform Li concentration is observed under C/3. 
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Identifying the reaction mechanism being a single-phase process in the 
conventional charging rate is extremely important as it provides a rational to characterize 
Li composition in Li-Si alloy throughout the depth direction. Otherwise it will be just one 
composition for lithiated Si if it is a two-phase reaction. By applying different SOCs (i.e., 
charging with small constant current (CC) and followed by constant voltage charge (CV) 
using different cutoff voltages), various compositions can be just achieved. To establish 
explicit relationships between Li-Si composition, volumetric expansion, and modulus and 
hardness, the charged Si samples were cut into three pieces to measure the composition, 
expansion, modulus and hardness in parallel using different tools. For accurate 
measurement of modulus and hardness, a much thicker (~ 1 µm) a-Si was sputtered on 800 
nm-thick Cu on a Si wafer substrate. AES was again employed to quantify the composition 
of Li and Si in Li-Si alloy. In addition to Li and Si, C and O were chosen during depth 
profiling to characterize SEI residue and oxidation in the sample. FIB was used 
concurrently to measure the volumetric expansion and nanoindentation was used for 
modulus and hardness measurement.  
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Fig. 2.5 shows the results of AES for composition, FIB for volumetric expansion, 
nanoindentation for modulus and hardness, using unlithiated a-Si as a reference and 
lithiated a-Si with different cutoff voltages (e.g., from 0.25 V to 0.01 V). Each panel shows 
the parallel measurements for the same sample with identical SOC. Fig. 2.5a is for 
unlithiated a-Si where the AES result clearly and neatly shows a vanishing presence of Li, 
C, and O and the dominating presence of Si. FIB cross-sectional view shows the thickness 
of unlithiated Si (930 nm) along with other layers. The nanoindentation results show that 
for the uncharged sample, modulus and hardness were observed to be constant between 
about 60-100 nm down the surface, and therefore the Young’s modulus and hardness 
values were taken as the average value in this range (i.e., the regions between dashed lines 
in Fig. 2.5a). Young’s modulus and hardness of the uncharged sample was measure to be 
124 GPa and 10.6 GPa, respectively. At very low depth, the values were affected by the 
roughness and surface oxides. At higher depth, the gradual increase in modulus and 
decrease in hardness values are due to the presence of Cu and Si wafer as substrates. The 
Young’s modulus and hardness of Si wafer were measured to be 175 GPa and 12.3 GPa, 
respectively. The measured Young’s modulus and hardness of Cu layer were 108-135 
GPa77, and 3-3.5 GPa78, respectively. During indentation, since the size of the elastic zone 
beneath the indenter tip is much larger than that of the plastic zone, the effect of substrate 
on the Young’s modulus is larger than that on hardness79. The gradual increase in modulus 
values is due to the penetration of elastic zone into the Si wafer, which has a higher modulus 
than the unlithiated Si. The decrease of the hardness curve with depth might be attributed 
to the smaller plastic zone size which has not yet reached to the Si wafer but has penetrated 
Cu, which has a much lower hardness.  
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For lithiated a-Si using high cutoff voltage (0.25 V), the AES results in Fig. 2.5b 
shows that apparently, C and O were only observed from 0 nm to approximate 50 nm (or 
equivalently 17 AES etching cycles assuming 2.5-nm etching depth per cycle), from the 
surface and their atomic percentages dropped to less than 5% quickly after 40 nm, which 
shows that SEI and oxidation were successfully controlled. The atomic fractions of Li and 
Si varied from 0 nm to 70 nm from the surface and became fairly stable after 70 nm (i.e., 
approximately 35 AES etching cycles) which indicates the formation of a stable Li-Si alloy. 
The composition of Li-Si was then extracted from the stable region as Li0.23Si0.71. From the 
FIB measurement, a-Si expands from the original 930 nm (Fig. 2.5a) to 1.25 m. Because 
of the thin film geometry of a-Si, the lateral dimension is much larger than the thickness 
dimension and the a-Si film is constrained laterally by the substrate. Thus the thickness 
expansion is considered as the volumetric expansion and the expansion in lateral direction 
is neglected. 34% volumetric expansion is observed here. The nanoindentation results show 
that modulus and hardness values for the Li0.23Si0.71 alloy have decreased to 73 GPa and 2.4 
GPa, respectively. The Young's modulus curve gradually increases with depth of 
indentation because of the same argument of the penetration of elastic zone into the Si 
wafer. The hardness curves show more interesting behaviors. For the pristine Si sample, 
the hardness decreases with increased indentation depth because of the substrate effect of 
Cu that has lower hardness than Si. For the slightly charged sample (Figure 2.5b), the 
increase trend of hardness curve is also due to the substrate effect of Cu that has higher 
hardness than the lithiated Si. Also, with further lithiation, hardness curves show less 
increase trend because as Si becomes much thicker, the influence of Cu becomes less 
significant (Figs. 2.5c-f). 
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Figs. 2.5c-f show the results for cutoff voltages of 0.15 V, 0.1 V, 0.05 V, and 0.01V. 
Here, fully lithiated a-Si is achieved for the 0.01 V cutoff voltage is considered here. 
Similar trends as that in Fig. 2.5a have been repeatedly observed. The composition ratios 
were extracted from the stable regime of the AES curves. The fraction of Li gradually 
increases and Li-Si compositions evolve from Li0.34Si0.58, Li0.46Si0.42, Li0.49Si0.34, to 
Li0.55Si0.33. The gradual increase of Li fractions is another piece of evidence that the 
lithiation of a-Si in conventional LIB configuration is a single-phase process. The 
volumetric expansion increases from 85%, 159%, 230%, to 282%. The maximum 
volumetric expansion 282% when Si is fully lithiated verifies previous results that Si 
expands about 280%39,47,48,51, which in return show that a-Si has been fully charged under 
0.01 V cutoff voltage. The modulus and hardness continue decreasing. For example, the 
Young's modulus and hardness of fully lithiated a-Si drop to 46 GPa, and 1.71 GPa, 
respectively. The curves for fully lithiated sample also show the same trend: the Young’s 
moduli gradually increase with depth of indentation because of the effect of Si substrates. 
The hardness curves remain almost constant, which might be attributed to the dramatic 
increase in volume due to lithiation. For example, the thickness of fully lithiated a-Si was 
about 3.56 µm and it may be argued that the plastic zone remained inside this thick film. 
The modulus and hardness values for fully charged sample were taken from 100-200 nm 
and 150-250 nm depth, respectively. Similarly, for other cutoff voltages, the modulus and 
hardness of the lithiated a-Si films were averaged in the depth range where the curves 
exhibited a plateau, i.e., the results in this range have a negligible influence of the substrate. 
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Fig. 2.5 AES, FIB and Nanoindentation measurement. (a) For unlithiated a-Si, the AES 
profile shows no presence of Li. FIB-SEM shows the thickness of Si layer to be 930 nm. 
Nanoindentation measures the modulus and hardness of deposited a-Si film to be 124 
GPa and 10.6 GPa, respectively. (b) For lithiated a-Si using 0.25 V cutoff voltage, the 
composition, expansion, modulus and hardness were measured to be Li0.73Si, 34%, 
73GPa, and 2.4GPa, respectively. (c)-(f) Characterizations of lithiated a-Si under 0.15 V, 
0.1 V, 0.05 V, and 0.01 V cutoff voltages. Increase of Li composition and expansion and 
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decrease of modulus and hardness have been observed as lithiation evolves. The length of 
scale bar in the FIB image is 1 µm. 
 
Figs 2.6a and 2.6b show the Auger spectra of Li and Si after the 30th etching cycle 
for different cutoff voltages. A clear trend is observed: the intensities of Li peaks are 
gradually increasing while those of Si peaks are gradually decreasing as Si is lithiated. As 
AES only measures the relative compositions rather than the absolute values, a widely used 
absolute ratio is adopted to scale the relative values. Fortunately, in recent years, it has 
been well studied that Li-Si crystallizes to form metastable crystal Li3.75Si when fully 
lithiated in room temperature rather than the once believed Li4.4Si which is alloyed at high 
temperature32,35,36,39,61,80,81. Using this as a reference (Li0.55Si0.33 corresponding to Li3.75Si), 
all other AES results were scaled accordingly. Fig. 2.6c gives the scaled LixSi composition 
as a function of the cutoff voltage. As this is a direct measurement rather than estimation 
as in many papers48,51,58,59, the effects of SEI and other parasitic aspects have been ruled 
out. the estimated LixSi composition based on capacity and from many other papers58,82 is 
also plotted. The Li percentage directly calculated from the relationship of 
capacity=current × time / mass is significantly larger than those found by AES. The extra 
consumption of Li can be attributed to the formation of SEI layer and other parasitic 
reactions for the battery system using 1 μm Si thin film. One of other papers adopted an 
assumed relationship between different thermodynamic equilibrium states and cutoff 
voltages under C/40 constant current charge followed by constant voltage charge58. 
Another one determined three thermodynamic equilibrium states at three cutoff voltages 
using pair distribution function (PDF) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) under C/100 
constant voltage charge82. It can be seen that under low current density (<= C/10), though 
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both aforementioned methods (ref 27 and 52) use c-Si, the assumption and results 
determined by PDF and NMR are similar to ours at high lithiated state region. Measured 
low lithiated state relationship is also provided here while they don’t. The directly 
measured LixSi can thus provide a baseline to correlate cutoff voltage to Li-Si composition 
with similar charging current density. Fig. 2.6d shows the volumetric expansion with 
normalized Li concentration that is defined as unity for fully charged Si and vanishing for 
uncharged Si. It is a clearly linear trend. It is important to note that this linear trend is 
between the volumetric expansion and Li concentration. However, in the majority of 
theoretical studies, a linear relation has been assumed between linear dimension change to 
Li concentration, which actually gives a cubic relationship between Si expansion and Li 
concentration. Again, to show the discrepancy, one typical Si expansion versus Li 
concentration from existing modeling work is provided52,54,56,57. Therefore, the present 
direct measurement of volumetric expansion establishes a reference that can be used for 
high-fidelity modeling and simulations.  
Fig. 2.6e and 2.6f show Young’s modulus and hardness values as a function of Li 
fraction. It can be seen that insertion of Li decreases the moduli from 124 GPa (unlithiated) 
to 46 GPa (fully lithiated) and hardness from 10.6 GPa to 1.71 GPa. The similar trends of 
decreases in moduli and hardness have been observed in previous studies58,59,62-65. For 
comparison purposes, the calculated Young’s modulus and hardness values using rule of 
mixtures have also been included. Young’s modulus and hardness values of pure Li were 
taken as 8 GPa and 0.01 GPa58,59, respectively. It is interesting to note that Young’s 
modulus follows the rule of mixture until a Li volume fraction of 0.42, but at higher Li 
fraction the Young’s modulus increases. The same observations have been made in 
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previous studies58,65. To our knowledge, there are the only two studies to date have been 
performed where electrochemical route was used to prepare the samples and then 
nanoindentation was used to obtain mechanical properties58,59. Figs. 2.6g and 2.6h show 
the comparison with these two studies. Though overall trends are the same, due to the use 
of a-Si, our results are more consistent with Berla et al59. It is also noticed that our results 
corroborate very well with the results obtained by Berla et al. at higher Li fractions but not 
at lower concentration of Li. The explanation is that they didn’t measure the composition 
of Li-Si as it is done in this work their samples with Li composition of 52% (XLi=0.52) 
might actually be having much lower concentration of Li, which might have led to high 
modulus and hardness value.  
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Fig. 2.6 The properties variation of a-Si during lithiation. (a)-(b) Auger spectra of Li and 
Si after 30th etching cycle.  (c) The relationship between cutoff voltages and Li-Si 
compositions using C/10 constant current charge followed by constant voltage charge. 
Comparison between the present AES based studies and existing studies based on cutoff 
voltage is provided. Discrepancies are observed. (d) Volumetric expansion of lithiated a-
Si measured by FIB compared with widely used cubic relationship between volumetric 
expansion and Li concentration in modeling. (e)-(f) The lithiated a-Si modulus and 
hardness measured by nanoindentation compared with rule of mixture. Modulus follows 
the rule of mixture still Li volume fraction of 0.42. Hardness does not follow the rule of 
mixture. (g)-(h) The measured lithiated a-Si modulus and hardness compared with other 
nanoindentation results. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STRESS-DRIVEN LITHIUM DENDRITE GROWTH MECHANISM AND 
DENDRITE MITIGATION BY SOFT SUBSTRATES 
Introduction 
In recent years, lithium (Li) metal-based rechargeable batteries including Li-sulfur 
(S), Li-air and Li-selenium (Se) batteries are making a strong comeback and being actively 
pursued for the fast development of electric vehicles and grid storage because of their much 
higher energy densities compared with Li-ion batteries83-87. For example, the energy 
density of Li–S batteries can reach ~2,500 Wh kg-1 or 2,800 Wh L-1, compared to less than 
420 Wh kg-1 or 1,400 Wh L-1 for Li-ion batteries. While the electrochemical performance 
of the cathodes in these next-generation batteries are steadily improved85-87, the growth of 
Li dendrite during plating remains an important problem to be solved, since Li dendrite 
will not only penetrate separator and cause severe safety issues but also lead to serious 
capacity decay by consuming both Li and electrolyte. A dendrite-free and smooth 
deposition of Li is highly desired88,89. Many efforts have been devoted to achieve that goal, 
such as different liquid electrolytes and additives90-101, solid electrolytes102,103, applications 
of mechanical pressure and modification of substrate smoothness104, adoption of different 
charging methods105, artificial SEI (solid-electrolyte-interface)106-108, and structural design 
of the electrodes and current collectors30,31,109-112.  
 Despite the efforts from all these different aspects to tackle the dendrite growth 
problem, one critical and fundamental aspect has not been widely explored and appreciated, 
namely, the presence of residual stress in plated Li and its effect on Li growth morphology. 
Many microstructural evolution phenomena in materials are stress-driven. For example, it 
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is long known that whiskers can grow from tin films under compressive stress as a stress 
relief mechanism113. Since residual stress is ubiquitous in metal plating process114,115, it is 
logical to ask whether significant stress exists during Li electrodeposition, whether it is the 
cause of filamentary Li dendrite growth that is widely observed on Li metal anodes24,116-
118, and if this undesirable phenomenon can be suppressed through effective control of 
stress in plated Li. 
Here affirmative answers to the above fundamental questions for the first time are 
provided through novel experiments of plating Li on thin copper (Cu) current collector 
supported by soft substrates. It is reported that during Li plating, compressive stress in 
deposited Li causes the surface wrinkling of the underlying Cu current collector supported 
by a soft substrate, which may evolve from 1D to 2D winkle patterns as illustrated in Fig. 
3.1a. As a stress relief mechanism, wrinkling reduces the stress in plated Li. Our 
observation that Li dendrites are absent on wrinkled soft substrate confirms the enabling 
role of stress in Li dendrite growth. As illustrated in Figs. 3.1b-c, a stress-driven dendrite 
growth model is proposed to explain the drastic difference of Li growth rate and 
morphology on hard Cu foils versus soft substrates. In addition to its significance in 
advancing scientific understanding, It is demonstrated that using soft substrates for Li 
electrodeposition provides a new way to mitigate Li dendritic growth by eliminating its 
driving force and hence the root cause. A 3D soft scaffold was fabricated to apply the stress 
relaxation mechanism on Li-metal anodes under large current density (up to 3 mA cm-2). 
Over 98% coulombic efficiency was achieved for over 200 cycles in a half-cell 
configuration under current density of 1 mA cm-2, which overwhelmingly outperforms Cu 
current collectors. Using lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) as the cathode, full-cell 
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characterizations exhibit superior cyclic stability with over 99.5% coulombic efficiency. It 
is believed that the findings in this dissertation will inspire many further studies on stress 
relaxation during electrochemical plating and open up an unexplored front in the extensive 
pursuit of Li dendrite suppression strategies with potential implications for other metallic 
electrode materials.  
 
Fig. 3.1 Schematic illustration of Cu thin film wrinkling. (a) Cu thin film wrinkles due to 
the compressive stress generated during Li plating. (b) Soft substrate releases 
compressive stress, and thus mitigate Li dendrite growth. (c) Compressive stress causes 
the generation of Li dendrite on hard electrode during Li plating. 
 
Experiment 
PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was prepared by mixing the base and curing 
agent (10:1 by weight), debubbling, and curing at 80 °C for 2 hours to polymerize and then 
cutting into 1 cm by 1 cm squares. After that, Chromium (5 nm) and Copper (200 nm, 400 
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nm or 800 nm) were deposited in sequence on the surface of the PDMS substrate using 
sputter PVD method (3 mTorr, 100 Watts for both materials). The prepared soft substrate 
was laminated with an ion-permeable polymer (polypropylene Celgard 2500) as separator 
and Li metal (0.17 mm, MTI Corp.) as reference and counter electrode. Commercially 
widely used 1 M LiPF6 in DEC:DMC:EC (1:1:1) (MTI Corp.) electrolyte was adopted as 
the electrolyte for 2D substrate test. 1 M lithium LiTFSI in DOL:DME (1:1) with 1% 
LiNO3 electrolyte was used for the synergetic combination. For in-situ optical microscopy 
observation, the sandwiched structure was loaded in a customized coin cell with a 
transparent glass window. For electrochemical testing, the sandwiched structure was sealed 
and vacuumed in an aluminized polyethylene (PE) pouch (Sigma-Aldrich). For the half 
cell, the coulombic efficiency test begins with the cycling from 0 to 1 V at 50 μA to remove 
surface contamination and stabilize the SEI for 5 cycles30,107,112. Then a fixed amount of Li 
was plated on the electrodes at different current densities for 1 hour, followed by Li 
stripping to 1 V. For the full cell testing, LiFePO4 were adopted as cathode material. 
LiFePO4 electrode was prepared by mixing LiFePO4 powder, polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) and conductive carbon additives (mass ratio: 8:1:1) in Nmethyl-2-pyrrolidone 
(NMP) and then casting the mixture casted on an aluminum foil followed by drying in a 
vacuum oven for 12 h. The average mass loading of LiFePO4 in the electrode is about 6.5 
mg cm-2. The electrode was first assembled into a half cell using a Li foil as counter 
electrode. After depositing 2 mAh cm-2 of Li metal onto the current collector, the cell was 
disassembled and Li anode was further reassembled into a full cell against LiFePO4 cathode. 
The electrolyte was 1 M LiTFSI in DOL:DME (1:1) with 1% LiNO3 as additive. These 
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cells were galvanostatically cycled between 2.5 and 4.1 V at 1 mA cm-2. All assembly 
manipulations were performed in an argon-filled glovebox. 
In-situ optical microscopy observation was carried out using a customized coin cell 
with a transparent glass window at the back. Because of the transparence of the glass and 
PDMS, the behavior of Cu thin film was captured under an optical microscope (Nikon 
eclipse lv100, 10X objective). A current density of 1 mA cm-2 and a plating time of 1 hour 
were adopted for all 200 nm, 400 nm and 800 nm thick Cu samples (Fig. 3.2).  
 For ex-situ profilometer experiment, the samples were charged using 1 mA cm-2 for 
5 minutes and 1 hour. During the experiment, because Li is highly air-sensitive and the 
oxidation will greatly change the morphology of the Li covered plated surface, directly 
profiling on the electrode is difficult. However, It was observed that after the removal of 
Li by DI water and dried, the wrinkled Cu film would not fully recover the initial flat state 
possibly because of the plastic deformation occurred for Cu during Li plating. This 
phenomenon was employed to observe the amplitude change of Cu wrinkle after removal 
of Li for different state of plating.  
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Fig. 3.2 Cell design for optical observation. Due to the transparence of the PDMS soft 
substrate, optical observations can be conducted to capture the surface wrinkling of the 
Cu current collector. 
 
After plating of 5 minutes and 1 hour with a current density of 1 mA cm-2, the 
samples were taken out from the cells and rinsed by an anhydrous dimethyl carbonate 
(DMC) for a few times to remove the residual electrolyte on the surface of the electrode. 
During transfer of the samples, special care was taken to minimize the oxidation of the 
samples. The electrodes were first mounted on a SEM stub and then sealed inside an 
aluminized polyethylene (PE) packaging bag. All these procedures took place in the 
glovebox. Finally, the PE bag with the electrode was cut open and quickly transferred to 
SEM chamber. The total exposure to air time was less than 5 seconds.   
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The fabrication of 3D soft scaffold started with pouring liquid PDMS (Sylgard 184 
with 10:1 ratio) into a porous sugar cube. Silwet were added into the liquid PDMS as the 
surfactant to change the hydrophobicity of PDMS for the purpose of better coating of Cu 
on PDMS. To enhance the debubbling and infiltration of PDMS into the porous sugar cube, 
the PDMS were cured in vacuum oven under 10 Pa and 85 ºC for two hours. By placing 
the PDMS filled sugar cube in hypersonic bench for 1 hour, sugar was washed away. The 
fabricated porous PDMS were then cut into slices with dimensions to be approximately 1.5 
cm × 1.5 cm × 300 μm for latter electroless plating use. The electroless copper plating kit 
(PC electroless copper, Transene) contains four solutions (A, B, C & D). Solution C is 
designed for surface sensitizing, solution D for activation and solution A&B for plating. 
The plating procedures began with immersing the porous PDMS slice into solution C for 
15 minutes. After DI water rinse, the sensitized slice was transferred to solution D for 
activation for 15 minutes. After being activated, the slice was rinsed again and transferred 
to the mixture solution A&B (1:1) with each volume to be 15 mL. Temperature of the 
mixture solution were kept to be in the range of 40 ºC to 45 ºC by using water bath. The 
plating usually finishes in 15 minutes and the coating thickness is about 0.5 μm. After being 
taken out, rinsed, and dried in vacuum for 12 hours, the prepared electrode with 3D scaffold 
can be used for other testing. 
 
Fig. 3.3 Fabrication of 3D Cu/PDMS substrate. The fabrication begins with placing sugar 
cube in liquid PDMS, and then removing sugar in DI water to form 3D porous PDMS, 
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and finally electroless plating Cu on 3D porous PDMS to form 3D porous Cu@PDMS 
substrate. 
 
Results and discussion 
It is hypothesized that when compressive plating stress arises in deposited Li film, 
it will be transferred to the underlying Cu thin current collector on soft substrate and cause 
Cu to wrinkle above a threshold membrane strain. Surface wrinkling has been observed in 
cases where compressive stress in thin films deposited on soft substrate is generated by 
temperature mismatch119 and mechanical force120. Theoretical analyses showed that the 
membrane strain is small120-122. For 1D wrinkling pattern, the threshold membrane strain 
for the onset of wrinkling is given by 
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, where E is the modulus, ν 
is the Poisson’s ratio, and subscripts “s” and “f” represent substrate and thin film, 
respectively. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is used as the soft substrate in our study. Using 
the typical material properties of the PDMS and Cu123, Es = 2.6 MPa, νs = 0.48, Ef = 110 
GPa, νf = 0.34, the membrane strain εm in the electroplated Li is 0.047% . Consequently, 
the compressive stress in deposited Li upon wrinkling is estimated to be 
2.3m mE MPa     by using E = 4.9 GPa as the elastic modulus of electroplated Li124. 
This value is well below the yield strength of microsized Li125 and the compressive residual 
stress level that has been measured in electrodeposited Sn115 and Cu114. The above 
estimation suggests that the Cu/PDMS soft current collector is likely to wrinkle during Li 
plating. This hypothesis is testified in the following. 
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Here PDMS is used as the soft substrate, Cu thin film as the current collector, Li 
foil as the counter electrode, and 1M LiPF6 in DEC:DMC:EC (1:1:1) as the electrolyte in 
which severe Li dendrite growth occurs. Fig. 3.4 shows the in-situ optical microscope and 
ex-situ profilometer observations of the evolution of the electroplated Li on thin Cu current 
collectors with different thickness (200 nm, 400 nm, and 800 nm) on PDMS substrates, 
under a current density of 1 mA cm-2. In order to perform the in-situ microscope 
observation (Figs. 3.4a-i), the Cu/PDMS substrates were placed in a customized coin cell 
with glass window on the back and thus the electroplating behavior can be observed under 
an optical microscope through the glass window and transparent PDMS126 (Fig. 3.2). It can 
be found that, the initially flat Cu thin films (Figs. 3.4a-c) all wrinkle upon Li electroplating 
and the wrinkle patterns evolve from 1D patterns (Figs. 3.4d-f) to 2D patterns (Figs. 3.4g-
i). These observations verify the presence of the electroplating-induced compressive stress 
in Li and the resulted wrinkling on soft substrates. Interestingly, the emergence of 1D 
wrinkle is a sudden process and it happens once the compressive force exerted from the 
electroplated Li to the thin Cu current collector exceeds the critical stress for wrinkling; 
while the evolution from the 1D to 2D wrinkle patterns is a gradual process where the 1D 
wrinkle patterns gradually bend upon further Li electroplating (or further compression of 
the thin Cu current collector). It is also found that during the wrinkle evolution as Li is 
continuously electroplated on Cu thin current collector, wrinkle wavelength remains 
almost unchanged and is linearly dependent on the Cu thickness. For example, for 200 nm, 
400 nm and 800 nm-thick Cu, the average wavelengths are approximately 25 µm, 50 µm 
and 100 µm, respectively, which can be explained by the small deformation wrinkle theory 
where the wrinkle wavelength is independent of the compressive strain but linearly 
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depends on the thin film thickness120,121. The phenomenon is apparently different from that 
of Si thin film lithiation on PDMS, in which Si wrinkles evolve from 1D to 2D with 
continuous wavelength decrease due to the large deformation (up to ~400%) during Li 
insertion into Si126 and can be explained by the large deformation theory127. 
 
Fig. 3.4 Optical observation of Cu current collectors. (a-c) The initial flat states of the 
200 nm, 400 nm and 800 nm Cu thin film current collectors. (d-f) The formation of 1D 
wrinkles after a short period of Li plating on 200 nm, 400 nm, and 800 nm-thick Cu 
current collectors. The according wrinkle wavelengths are approximately 25 µm, 50 µm 
and 100 µm, respectively. (g-i) 2D wrinkles with approximately the same wavelength as 
1D wrinkles after 1 hour Li plating for all three Cu current collectors. All scale bars in (a-
i) represent 100 µm. All experiments were carried out using a current density of 1 mA 
cm-2. 
 
To further investigate the electroplating behavior and wrinkle evolution, samples 
with different electroplating time (5 minutes and 1 hour) for all the three Cu thicknesses 
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(i.e., 200 nm, 400 nm, and 800 nm) were examined under ex-situ optical profilometer. The 
results (Figs. 3.5a-i) again show that the wavelength approximately does not change with 
the electroplating time but only depends on Cu thickness. However, the wave amplitudes 
become clearly larger with increased electroplating time. The wrinkling behavior can be 
explained by the small deformation mechanics model, where the amplitude A and 
wavelength λ are given by 
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Here h is the thickness of the Cu current collector and εexerted is the exerted strain from 
electroplated Li to the Cu current collector. The model predicts that as εexerted increases with 
increasing the electroplating time, buckling amplitude A increases and wavelength λ keeps 
constant, which agrees with the experiments. More quantitatively, using the material 
properties of the PDMS and Cu123, the model gives buckling wavelength 29.0 µm, 58.0 µm 
and 116.0 µm for 200 nm, 400 nm, and 800 nm Cu current collectors, respectively, which 
agrees well with the measured mean wavelengths (25 µm, 50 µm and 100 µm). 
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Fig. 3.5 Profilometer observation of Cu current collectors. Cu surface profiles after 5 
minutes (a-c) and 1 hour Li plating (m-o). (d-f) The wavelength and amplitude values 
after 5 minutes and 1 hour Li plating for the three Cu current collectors with different 
thickness. All experiments were carried out using a current density of 1 mA cm-2. 
 
Now Li morphology is examined by electroplating on two different substrates for 
comparison, namely thin Cu current collectors on PDMS substrate that has stress relaxation 
mechanism, and thick commercial Cu foil as the hard substrate without stress relaxation109. 
Fig. 3.6 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of electrochemically plated 
Li at early plating stage (5 minutes) and after 1 hour with a current density of 1 mA cm-2. 
Significantly different Li morphologies are observed on hard (Cu foil) and soft substrates 
(800 nm Cu on PDMS in Fig. 3.6). After 5 minutes of plating on Cu foil (Fig. 3.6a), it can 
be found that many Li protrusions have formed and the overall Li deposit is very uneven 
due to localized Li accumulation on these protrusions. On the contrary, Li growth on the 
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soft Cu/PDMS substrate (Fig. 3.6b) starts with small Li flat “pads”, which eventually grow 
into bigger round humps. No sharp Li tips can be found. These humps are uniformly 
distributed on the soft Cu/PDMS substrate, suggesting no localized Li deposition. The dash 
lines in Fig. 3.6b highlight the wrinkle profiles. After plating for one hour on hard Cu foil 
(Fig. 3.6c), large amount of Li dendrites or filaments with varied dimensions and sharp tips 
formed. In contrast, after 1 hour of plating on soft Cu/PDMS substrate (Fig. 3.6d), the early 
formed Li humps coalesced and formed a continuum and smooth coverage. Even after 100 
cycles of plating and stripping, Li morphologies on hard Cu foils and soft Cu/PDMS 
substrates remain very different. As shown in Fig. 3.6e, dense Li dendrite-shaped “forests” 
formed on hard electrode while plated Li remain relatively flat on soft substrate. These 
results clearly indicate that stress relaxation plays a significant role on Li morphology 
during plating/stripping.  
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Fig. 3.6 SEM observation of Li morphology. After 5 minutes plating, (a) cone shape Li 
tips initiation and very uneven distribution of Li on Cu foil hard electrode and (b) the 
growth of Li from flat “pads” to round “humps” and even distribution of Li humps on 
Cu/PDMS soft substrate. After 1 hour plating, (c) Li dendrites of random dimensions and 
sharp tips on Cu foil hard electrode and (d) uniform and smooth Li film formed by the 
connection of Li humps on Cu/PDMS soft substrate. After 100 cycles plating (1 hour 
plating and stripping to 1 V for each cycle), (e) Li dendrite network formed on Cu foil 
hard electrode and (f) flat Li surface without sharp Li dendrite on soft Cu/PDMS 
substrate. All scale bars represent 10 µm. All experiments were carried out using a 
current density of 1 mA cm-2. 
 
The markedly different Li morphology on hard Cu foils and soft substrates is clear 
evidence that stress is an important driving force for Li dendrite growth. The growth of Li 
dendrites is often viewed as an analogy to the diffusion-induced interface instability 
phenomena in Cu and Zn electrodeposition, where dendrite formation results from ion 
depletion in electrolyte at growth front. However, there is notable difference between the 
two types of microstructures, including the filamentary morphology of individual Li 
protrusions and their root-growing behavior116,118,128 versus the tip-growing ramified 
fractal structures seen in Cu and Zn. Recently Bai et al.118 reports that Li dendrite growth 
transitions from the root-growing to tip-growing behavior around the Sand’s time129, which 
confirms that early-stage Li dendrite growth is governed by a mechanism different from 
diffusion-limited interface instability. The root-growing Li filaments bear striking 
similarity to whisker growth in tin thin films113,130, which is a stress relaxation phenomenon. 
In fact, Li dendrite growth as a stress relief mechanism has been suggested116, though it did 
not receive widespread recognition due to the lack of a detailed working mechanism and 
experimental support. With our soft substrate experiments confirming the role of stress in 
Li dendrite growth, a stress-driven growth model is hereby proposed based on the 
prevailing understanding of tin whisker growth113,131, which is summarized in Fig. 3.7a.  
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Our model postulates that the same necessary conditions that lead to tin whisker 
growth should also be satisfied to enable stress-driven Li dendrite growth. They include: 
(1) compressive stress: the presence of compressive stress in the Li layer has been 
confirmed by our experiments (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) and it is the driving force for the push-
out of Li filaments through localized diffusional creeps. The estimated stress level at ~100 
MPa without stress relaxation  is in very good agreement with the recently reported yield 
strength of microsized Li125, (2) surface passivation: it prevents stress relaxation by 
diffusion of atoms to the film surface. Consequently, stress relief can only be achieved by 
localized protrusions at defective surface sites. For Li plating, the SEI plays the role of the 
passivating layer. (3) subsurface planar defects: they serve as atomic sinks or vacancy 
sources during diffusional creep to support root-growing whiskers. As shown in Fig. 3.7a, 
newly nucleated surface grains during Li electrodeposition can be an important type of 
subsurface planar defects as for tin whisker growth113,131, in addition to buried crystal 
impurities132.    
To use the proposed mechanism to understand the stress effect on Li dendrite 
growth, the growth of Li filaments is considered from surface grains with a geometry 
shown in Fig. 3.7b. The criterion for dendrite initiation is set as when the filament growth 
rate filamentv  is larger than the uniform Li deposition rate platingv , i.e., filament platingv v . Here 
platingv  is readily given by plating /Liv jV F , where j is the plating current density, F is 
Faraday’s constant, and VLi is the molar volume of Li. The growth of Li filaments is 
assumed to result from a steady-state Li flux J [mol s-1] towards its base, which is driven 
by the stress-induced Li chemical potential difference between the bulk and the grain 
boundaries beneath the filament. The filament growth rate is thus given by vfilament = 
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JVLi/πr2, where r is the filament radius. Details on the calculation of stress-dependent J are 
provided in the Methods, which shows that J depends on the compressive stress σ and the 
effective Li diffusivity DLi in the Li layer. To predict vfilament on hard Cu foils, the yield 
strength of microsized Li (100 MPa)125 is used for σ and the Li lattice self-diffusivity at 
room temperature (2×10-15 m2 s-1)133 for DLi, and estimate an average filament size 2r = 
250 nm from SEM. Fig. 3.7c shows that vfilament varies weakly with the opening angle of 
the filament base θ between 8.4 and 9.8 nm s-1, which is in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental value of 5 – 10 nm s-1 estimated from SEM (Fig. 3.6c). The calculated vfilament 
is much larger than vplating = 1.3 nm s-1 at j = 1 mA cm-2, and hence dendrite growth occurs 
during Li deposition on hard Cu foils. In comparison, when σ is set to the threshold stress 
(2.3 MPa) upon the wrinkling of the Cu/PDMD soft substrate, vfilament is reduced to below 
0.3 nm s-1 and much less than vplating. Therefore, the use of Cu/PDMS soft substrate can 
effectively prevent Li dendrite growth.      
It is also found that the numerically calculated filament growth rate can be well 
approximated by the analytical expression vfilament  DLiVLi / RTr  obtained from ref.131 
which is shown as the red dashed line in Fig. 3.7c. Using this expression, the critical stress 
is obtained below which Li dendrite will be mitigated, 
                                                              
 ( )c
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RT jr j
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                                                   (3-4) 
For the current density j = 1 mA cm-2 used in the experiment, σc is equal to ~16 
MPa and well exceeds the wrinkling stress of the Cu/PDMS substrate (~2.3 MPa) and thus 
Li dendrite growth is mitigated. Eq. 3-4 can serve as a useful guidance in the selection and 
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design of soft substrate materials and geometry, provided that the deposited Li grain size 
is known.  
 
Fig. 3.7 Stress-driven Li whisker growth model. (a) Schematic of the stress-driven Li 
dendrite growth mechanism. (b) Geometry of a Li filament growing from a surface grain 
considered in the filament growth rate calculation. Only one half of the structure is 
shown. (c) Predicted Li filament growth rate vfilament as a function of θ for compressive 
residual stress σ = 100 MPa (black squares) and 2.3 MPa (blue diamonds). θ is limited to 
the range of 60° – 90° as only surface grains with θ > 60° were found to grow into tin 
whiskers52. Also plotted in the figure are the uniform Li plating rate vplating (solid line) 
and vfilament evaluated by the analytical expression given in the main text (red dashed 
line). 
 
In the calculation, a Li whisker or filament is assumed to grow from a shallow 
surface grain and have a cylindrical shape of radius r as shown in Fig. 3.7b. It forms cone-
shaped grain boundaries with the surrounding grains, with θ being the opening angle of 
filament base. The root-growing behavior of the filament results from a Li diffusion flux 
towards the base grain boundaries, which is driven by the Li chemical potential gradient 
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near the surface grain. Here Li chemical potential is defined as the free energy change upon 
inserting a Li atom into the system. Inside the bulk of the Li film, it is given by  
                                                    bulk  0 W ,                                                           (3-1) 
where μ0 is the chemical potential in the absence of stress, σ (<0) is the compressive 
residual stress in the thin film and Ω is the atomic volume of Li. When the Li film is under 
compression, it takes less energy to insert a Li atom into the grain boundaries beneath a 
shallow surface grain, with the local chemical potential given by  
                                       gb  0  ngbW  0  cos2qW ,                                          (3-2) 
where  ngb  cos2q  is the normal stress on the grain boundaries. For compressive stress 
σ < 0, gb < bulk  and Li atoms will flow towards the grain boundaries through localized 
diffusional creep. Assuming that Li diffusion is steady-state, The chemical potential 
distribution near the surface whisker grain is determined by solving the diffusion equation  
Ñ2  0  with the boundary conditions Eqs. 3-1 and 3-2 and the zero-flux boundary 
condition Ñ  nˆ  0  at the Li film surface. The problem is numerically solved in COMSOL 
with axisymmetry assumed for the chemical potential with respect to the filament axis. The 
total Li flux [mole/sec] arriving at the base grain boundaries is then calculated as  
                                            J  DLi
RT

n gb
dS
gb
òò ,                                                            (3-3) 
where DLi is the effective Li diffusivity in the deposited film and k is the Boltzmann’s 
constant. Using Eq. 3-3, the Li filament growth velocity is given by vfilament = JVLi/πr2.   
Result and discussion 
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The absence of Li dendrites on Cu/PDMS soft substrates suggests improved cycling 
performance over Li electrodeposition on hard Cu current collectors. This is confirmed by 
cycling experiments of half cells, which are detailed in the Fig. 3.8. To achieve a 
symmetrical system between Cu and Li foil, excessive amount of Li (5 mAh cm-2) was 
plated on both Cu foil and Cu/PDMS substrate by 1 mA cm-2 plating and 0.5 mA stripping 
for 10 cycles using commercial electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in DEC:DMC:EC (1:1:1)). After 
that a current density of 0.25 mA cm-2 was used for both plating and stripping for a total of 
100 cycles. From the voltage-time profiles, it can be observed that voltage fluctuation is 
severe after 60 cycles for Cu foil while soft Cu/PDMS substrate exhibits stable cycling. In 
Fig. 3.8c, The upper panel shows that the CE of Cu foil substrate drops dramatically at 
around 60th cycle which can be ascribed to short circuit in the cell caused by sharp dendrites; 
while for the Cu/PDMS substrate, no sudden drop of CE was observed for over 100 cycles 
under a current density of 1 mA cm-2 and 1 hour plating and stripping to 1 V for each cycle. 
It can be also found that when using commercial electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in DEC:DMC:EC 
(1:1:1)), though Cu/PDMS substrate has better CE performance than Cu foil substrate, CE 
is still fluctuating and the magnitude is as low as 90%. To further improve the CE 
performance, 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in cosolvent of 
1,3-dioxolane (DOL) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) (1:1) with 1% LiNO3 as electrolyte 
was examined for both substrates. From lower panel, it can be seen that both substrates 
have improved CE stability and CE values and Cu/PDMS substrate still outperforms Cu 
foil substrate. However, because of the natural disadvantages of the 2D substrate (low 
surface area and direct exposure to the electrolyte), even for the soft substrate, the CE 
becomes less stable after 50 cycles, which certainly calls for a better design. Consequently, 
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the 3D porous and soft scaffold was synthesized as discussed in the main text. Fig. 3.8d 
shows separators of Cu foil hard and Cu/PDMS soft substrates examined by SEM after 100 
cycling half-cell tests using LiPF6 as the electrolyte. It can be seen that the separator of Cu 
foil substrate is highly distorted with enlarged pores that may be resulted from the growth 
of sharp dendrites while the separator of Cu/PDMS substrate remains intact after cycling. 
The scale bar is 5 μm. All the results show that Cu/PDMS soft substrate significantly 
outperforms Cu foil under the same cycling conditions. The comparison unambiguously 
demonstrates the beneficial effect of stress relaxation on increasing the stability of Li metal 
anode even in carbonate-based electrolyte. 
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Fig. 3.8 Cycling experiments of  Cu/PDMS and Cu as electrodes. 
 
Building upon the baseline experiments of Li electrodeposition on Cu/PDMS 
substrates (Fig. 3.8),the synergy between stress relaxation and other existing Li dendrite 
mitigation approaches was further explored with focus on two aspects: (a) create 3D 
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substrate structures30,112 to increase surface area of the Cu/PDMS current collector and thus 
reduce the plating current and Li thickness, and (b) combine the present soft substrates with 
new electrolyte additives117. Here 3D soft scaffold was developed using 1 M lithium 
LiTFSI in DOL:DME (1:1) with 1% LiNO3 as the electrolyte that has shown improved 
cyclic behavior117. Fig. 3.9a illustrates the fabrication process of the 3D soft scaffold and 
the details are provided in Methods. In short, sugar cubes were used as the pore generation 
template134. Liquid PDMS (Sylgard 184 with 10:1 ratio) is mixed with Silwet135 (as the 
surfactant to change the hydrophobicity of PDMS) and infiltrated into the porous sugar 
cube for the subsequent step. After curing the PDMS and washing away the sugar, a 3D, 
porous, and hydrophilic PDMS structure was formed. Then electroless deposition was 
applied to conformally and uniformly coat Cu as current collector throughout the 
interconnected 3D porous PDMS, which is referred as 3D Cu@PDMS substrate. Thus a 
3D soft scaffold was fabricated. The SEM image shows the average pore size is in a range 
between 50 μm and 200 μm, and the wall thickness is around 50 μm.  
The cycling coulombic efficiencies (CE) of using Cu foil, a 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate, and a commercial 3D Cu foam electrode with similar pore size were tested. The 
CE test begins with the galvanostatically cycling of the electrodes at 50 μA from 0 to 1 V 
to remove surface contamination and stabilize the SEI for 5 cycles30,107,112. Then Li was 
plated at current densities of 1 mA cm-2, 2 mA cm-2 and 3 mA cm-2 for 1 hour (i.e., three 
different areal capacity of 1 mAh cm-2, 2 mAh cm-2 and 3 mAh cm-2), followed by Li 
stripping to 1 V for all the three electrodes. From Figs. 3.9a-3.9c, it can be observed that 
the 3D Cu@PDMS soft substrate has significantly improved performance than those of Cu 
foil and 3D Cu foam electrodes. Under a current density of 1 mA cm-2 (Fig. 3.9a), the 3D 
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Cu@PDMS substrate shows stable CE for more than 200 cycles with an average CE 
magnitude about 98%; while both Cu foil and 3D Cu foam electrodes have lower CE 
magnitudes close to 95% and 90%, respectively, and become unstable after 90 cycles. For 
higher current density of 2 mA cm-2 (Fig. 3.9b), the 3D Cu@PDMS soft substrate still 
achieves more than 180 stable cycles with CE close to 98% while Cu foil has less than 50 
stable cycles and 3D Cu foam exhibits widely fluctuating CE values from the beginning. 
Even under large areal current density of 3 mA cm-2 (Fig. 3.9c), the Cu@PDMS soft 
substrate still has quite stable CE for about 100 cycles. On the contrary, both Cu foil and 
3D Cu foam show unstable CEs from the very beginning. This result also agrees with 
earlier conclusion112 , which claims that 2D Cu foil and 3D Cu foam with pore size larger 
than 100 µm do not have stable CE during cycling under 1 mA cm-2 with 1 mAh cm-2 of 
Li. Here by replacing the hard 3D Cu structure with soft 3D Cu scaffold, It is shown that 
even for pore size larger than 100 µm, the CE can still be stable for more than 200 cycles.  
The voltage profiles under the current density of 1 mA cm-2 using Cu foil, 3D Cu 
foam, and 3D Cu@PDMS substrate are presented in Figs. 3.9d-5f. It is found that the 3D 
Cu@PDMS has the smallest increase of the Li plating plateau voltage from the 30th to 90th 
cycles (specifically, 3 mV from 21 mV to 24 mV as shown in Fig. 3.9f), compared with 13 
mV for Cu foil electrode (Fig. 3.9d) and 200 mV for 3D Cu foam (Fig. 3.9e). Moreover, 
the voltage hysteresis (Fig. 3.9g) shows that the 3D Cu@PDMS substrate has the smallest 
and most stable hysteresis (60 mV), compared with 120 mV hysteresis for Cu foil and >300 
mV hysteresis for the Cu foam. The low plateau voltage increment and small hysteresis of 
3D Cu@PDMS soft substrate may be explained by the formation of a more stable SEI 
resulted from the relaxation of stress using the soft substrate. 
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Fig.3.9 Characterization of 3D Cu@PDMS substrates. (a-c) Comparison of coulombic 
efficiency (CE) of Li plating/stripping on flat Cu foil, 3D Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate under current densities of 1 mA cm-2, 2 mA cm-2, and 3 mA cm-2. (d-f) 
Voltages profiles of (d) Cu foil, (e) 3D Cu foam and (f) 3D Cu@PDMS substrate at the 
30th (black) and 90th (red) cycles under a current density of 1 mA cm-2. (g) Comparison 
of the hysteresis of Li plating/stripping for Cu foil, 3D Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate under a current density of 1 mA cm-2.(h) Cycling performance of full cell for 
Cu foil, 3D Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS substrate under a current density of 1 mA cm-2 
using LiFePO4 as the cathode. 
 
Full cell was assembled to demonstrate the potential practical application of the 3D 
soft electrode. For comparison, three anode current collectors using Cu foil, 3D Cu foam, 
and 3D Cu@PDMS substrate were utilized. 2 mAh cm-2 of Li was pre-deposited on these 
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three anodes. Cathode was LiFePO4 with areal capacity of 1 mAh cm-2. A gavanostatic 
current of 1 mA cm-2 was employed for the cycling test with voltage window of 2.5 ~ 4.1 
V. From Fig. 3.9h, it can be observed that the cycling performance of the 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate is much more stable than that of Cu foil and Cu foam substrates. The capacity of 
3D Cu@PDMS retains 85.6% by decreasing from 145 mAh g-1 to 124 mAh g-1 with an 
average coulombic efficiency greater than 99.5% for 100 cycles. However, the capacity in 
the case of Cu foil drops from 150 mAh g-1 to 83 mAh g-1 with a retention rate of only 
55.3%. The 3D Cu foam electrode has the lowest capacity and capacity retention of 34.4% 
by decreasing from 55 mAh g-1 to 19 mAh g-1. The voltage profiles are provided in Fig. 
3.10a. The anodes before and after the test were examined under SEM (Fig. 3.10b). It can 
be seen that Li has relatively smooth morphology on 3D Cu@PDMS substrate as against 
disrupted shapes on Cu foil and Cu foam.  
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Fig. 3.10 Voltage profiles and SEM images of 3D Cu@PDMS substrates. (a) Full cell 
voltage-capacity profiles for Cu foil, Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS substrates. Voltage-
capacity profiles at 5th, 30th, 70th and 100th. The electrode using 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate clearly has the smallest capacity decay and voltage hysteresis. (b) SEM images 
of the anodes in a full-cell configuration (LiFePO4 as the cathode) before and after 100 
cycles for Cu foil, Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS substrates. Relatively smooth 
morphology can be observed for the electrode using 3D Cu@PDMS substrate, as 
compared with disrupted shapes using Cu foil and Cu foam. 
 
It is noted that the large thickness (~300 μm) of the PDMS scaffold inverted from 
cane sugar cubes results in a relatively low energy density of the battery cells. However, 
there exists vast potential to improve the specific and volumetric capacity offered by the 
3D Cu/PDMS soft substrate through scaffold structure optimization. As a demonstration, 
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a modified fabrication process is described with glucose power replacing sugar cubes as 
the sacrifice. As glucose has a much smaller grain size than sugar cubes, much thinner (~50 
μm) PDMS scaffolds with reduced pore sizes (10-50 μm) can be obtained.  
 
Fig. 3.11 SEM images of the two generation 3D Cu@PDMS substrates. (a) Comparison 
of porous PDMS substrates with a thickness of 300 µm (right) vs 50 µm (left). (b) Top 
view of a 50m-thick porous PDMS substrate shows the reduced pore size. All scale bars 
represent 100 µm. 
 
The second-generation 3D porous PDMS was prepared by mixing the base (30g), 
curing agent (3g) and glucose (15g, Aladdin), stirring for 10 minutes, and then curing at 
80 °C for 2 hours.  After solidification, PDMS contained glucose was cut into slices with 
thickness of 50 μm by using Ultra-Thin Semiautomatic Microtome (Leica RM2245). After 
that, placing the slices into deionized water and ultrasonic treatment for 4 hours to 
completely remove the glucose. By using glucose which has much smaller grain size (tens 
of microns) than that of Sugar cube (hundreds of microns), combined with Ultra-Thin 
Semiautomatic Microtome, the 300 µm thick 3D porous PDMS has been greatly reduced 
to as thin as 50 µm and the pore size has also been reduced from the level of 200~300 µm 
to the level of 10~50 µm as from Fig. 3.11. 
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Fig. 3.12 Cycling test of the second-generation 3D Cu@PDMS substrate. (a) 2 mAh cm-2 
capacity loading cell under a current density of 2 mA cm-2. (b) 3 mAh cm-2 capacity loading 
cell under a current density of 3 mA cm-2. 
 
Full cell was tested with elevated capacity loading of 2 mAh cm-2 and 3 mAh cm-2 
under current density of 2 mA cm-2 and 3 mA cm-2 for both new 3D Cu@PDMS electrode 
and Cu foil electrode. In fabricating full cell, 2 mAh cm-2 and 3 mAh cm-2 Li was 
predeposited on both electrodes. As seen from Fig. 3.11, the new electrodes still 
dramatically outperform Cu foil electrode for both mass loadings. For 2 mAh cm-2 batteries, 
the capacity of 3D Cu@PDMS retains over 80% by decreasing from 138 mAh g-1 to 111 
mAh g-1 with an average coulombic efficiency greater than 99.5% for 100 cycles. The 
capacity in the case of Cu foil drops from 142 mAh g-1 to 46 mAh g-1 with a retention rate 
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of only 32%. For 3mAh cm-2 batteries, the capacity of 3D Cu@PDMS retains over 78% 
by decreasing from 137 mAh g-1 to 108 mAh g-1 with an average coulombic efficiency 
greater than 99.5% for 100 cycles and the capacity for Cu foil drops from 101 mAh g-1 to 
7 mAh g-1 with a retention rate of only 7%. The severe degradation for Cu foil is due to 
highly non-uniform deposition of Li under the high current density of 3 mA cm-2. The SEM 
images from Fig. 3.13 show smooth deposition for 3D Cu@PDMS electrodes rather than 
the heavily disrupted surface for Cu foil electrode. It is noted that the tested Li electrode 
on the 3D Cu@PDMS soft substrate displays a relatively low Coulombic efficiency in the 
first cycle (Fig. 3.12), which is also observed for other types of 3D current collectors30,112 
and likely contributed by severe SEI formation due to the large surface area of deposited 
Li in the 3D structures. This issue may be alleviated by the pre-deposition of excess Li or 
the use of synergistic electrolyte additives such as lithium polysulfide combined with 
lithium nitrate117, which has been shown to increase the initial Coulombic efficiency of Li 
anode in DOL:DME from 71% to 93%30.  
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Fig. 3.13. Morphology of the thin 3D Cu@PDMS and Cu foil after 100 cycles. Relatively 
smooth morphology can be observed for the electrode using 3D Cu@PDMS substrate (a, 
c), as compared with disrupted shapes using Cu foil (b, d). All scale bars represent 500 
µm. 
 
It is also noted that the 3D Cu@PDMS electrode can maintain a stable thickness 
over repeated cycling as compared with planar Cu current collector. As shown by the cross-
section SEM images in Fig. 3.14, the thickness of the Li layer plated on planar Cu current 
collector increases more than two-fold after 100 cycles (a-c). In contrast, the 3D 
Cu@PDMS electrode thickness displays little change after first lithiation, and increases by 
less than 15% after 100 cycles (d-f), which confirms that the majority of plated Li is 
accommodated inside the pores of the 3D structure. At last, the specific and volumetric 
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capacity of the Li metal anode based on the second-generation 3D/PDMS substrate are 
compared with those of graphite anode assuming a typical capacity loading level of 3 mAh 
cm-2 for commercial batteries: 
 
Fig. 3.14 Thickness change of the thin 3D Cu@PDMS electrode upon cycling. (a-c) 
Cross-section SEM images of a planar Cu current collector in its pristine state (a), after 
first lithiation (b) and after 100 cycles (c). (d-f) Cross-section view of a 3D Cu@PDMS 
substrate in its pristine state (d), after first lithiation (e) and after 100 cycles (f). The scale 
bar is 50 m. 
 
The following material parameters are used in the calculation: Li density 
, Cu density  , PDMS density , 
graphite specific capacity , graphite density 31.6graphite g cm  
(allowing pores), and Li specific capacity . 
The specific and volumetric capacities of the graphite anode in commercial Li-ion 
batteries are calculated as  
30.543Li g cm   38.93Cu g cm   30.965PDMS g cm  
1372
Graphite
spC mAh g
 
13840
Li
spC mAh g
 
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                                   3mAh/( )graphitesp graphite CCC m m                                        (3-1) 
                                    
 
CV
graphite  3mAh cm2 / tgraphite  tCC                               (3-2) 
where mgraphite (mCC) and tgraphite (tCC) are the mass and thickness of graphite anode 
(or Cu current collector), respectively. Commercial graphite electrode typically consists of 
95w% graphite, 5w% binder and conductive additive, and has a thickness of 
for a battery cell with an areal capacity of 3 mAh cm-2. Cu foil used for 
current collector on the anode side has a typical thickness of 10 μm. Considering the 
double-sided coating configuration, the foil thickness associated with each anode is  tCC  = 
5 μm. With these inputs, one obtains graphitespC = 230 mAh g-1 and CV
graphite = 545 mAh cm-3.  
In the 3D Cu@PDMS electrode, the electrode consists of PDMS (thickness  , 
porosity , volume 21PDMS PDMSV t cm  ), Cu thin film deposited inside porous PDMS 
(mass  ), predeposited Li (mass ). Some quantities are experimentally measured, such 
as , , , and the predeposited Li was calculated 
using the theoretical capacity of Li,  . The specific capacity and volumetric capacity density 
are given by 
                                      3 3 /Dsp PDMS Cu LiC mAh m m m                                    (3-3) 
                                          .                                                  (3-4) 
For the present 3D Cu@PDMS electrode with a thickness of 50m, its specific 
energy is calculated to be 3DspC = 793 mAh g-1, which is more than 3 times as high as that 
50graphitet m
PDMSt

Cum
50PDMSt m 45% 0.00034Cum g
3 3 /DV PDMSC mAh V
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of the graphite anode, while offering a comparable volumetric energy density 
. 
It is note that there is plenty of room for further increase in the capacity and energy 
density of the 3D electrode by optimizing its structure, e.g. increasing the porosity and/or 
reducing the PDMS thickness. To demonstrate its potential, the calculated specific capacity 
and volumetric capacity of the 3D Cu@PDMS electrode are plotted as functions of its 
porosity and PDMS thickness  in Fig. 3.15, where the performance of the present 
50μm-thick electrode is indicated by the “ ” symbol. 
3 3600  DVC mAh cm

 3DPDMSt
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Fig. 3.15 Projected capacities of the 3D Cu@PDMS electrode. Specific capacity (a) and 
volumetric capacity (b) vs electrode porosity and PDMS thickness for a cell with an areal 
capacity of 3 mAh cm-2, with “★” indicating their values for the 50μm-thick electrode 
fabricated in this work.  
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, a rigorous and thorough study has been conducted to understand 
some essential problems in lithiated a-Si as anodes under conventional charging rates of 
C/3 and C/10. While in-situ TEM observation uncovers lithiation mechanism under high 
charging rate, the present study provides practically useful references for the conventional 
battery system under conventional current density. It is found that the lithiation process of 
a-Si in a conventional charging rate is a single-phase reaction. It’s a critically important 
contribution to the understanding of lithiation mechanism under normal charging rate 
because one can expect much smaller stress in the more homogenous single-phase reaction. 
Also, volume expansion, Li-Si composition, and modulus/hardness were measured in 
parallel for the same sample and rigorously correlated. The findings in this dissertation 
establish a reference to quantify some key metrics of lithiated a-Si as anodes, and can be 
used to rationally design a-Si based high-performance LIBs guided by high-fidelity 
modeling and simulations.  
On the other hand, the relationships between stress and dendrite growth during 
electrochemically plating of Li have also unveiled. The presence of compressive stress 
during plating and its role on Li dendrite growth has been confirmed. It is found out that, 
by releasing the compressive stress using soft substrates, Li dendrites can be effectively 
mitigated and hence electrochemical performance can be improved. The stress generation 
and relaxation mechanisms have been successfully explained by a theoretical model. 
Moreover, a synergetic combination using soft substrates, 3D architecture and novel 
electrolyte additives leads to a 3D soft scaffold to further harness this favorable stress 
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relaxation behavior. The significantly improved CE (even at very high current density) and 
capacity performance indicate a great potential toward the practical application of the Li 
metal anode. Finally, it is also believed that the findings in this dissertation will inspire 
many further studies on stress relaxation during electrochemical plating and initiate a not 
fully appreciated front in the extensive pursuit of Li dendrite suppression strategies with 
potential implications for other metallic electrode materials. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FUTURE WORK 
Beyond the work in this dissertation, the following two interesting questions which 
are closely related to the subject already discussed above remain very to be explored.  
Based on the understanding of Si mechanical behaviors during lithiation, a Si-C 
composite electrode will be constructed and studied toward a more realistic application of 
Si in Li-ion batteries. Specifically, some key metrics such as stress, expansion, capacity of 
the composite electrode will be obtained. The problem can be modeled in two dimensions: 
particle and electrode dimension. In the particle level, Si and graphite will be treated as 
randomly distributed spheres with given mass ratio. The coupled mass diffusion and large 
deformation calculation will be performed in this level to solve the concentration and stress 
field in the particle. Globally, in the electrode level, usually along the thickness direction, 
solid potential, electrolyte potential and electrolyte concentration fields will be solved. 
On the other hand, despite the demonstration of thinning down the 3D porous soft 
electrode, it is still not optimal geometrically. For example, a 30 µm thin electrode with 
pore size close to 10 µm is highly desired, which remains further investigation. Also, 
electrochemistry-wise, many other strategies such as high capacity cathode and solid 
electrolyte can be combined with our porous soft electrode to increase the cell level energy 
density.   
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81 
APPENDIX A 
ABAQUS SUBROUTINE FOR SI THIN FILM LITHIATION MODELING 
82 
SUBROUTINE UMAT(STRESS,STATEV,DDSDDE,SSE,SPD,SCD, 
 1 RPL,DDSDDT,DRPLDE,DRPLDT, 
 2 
STRAN,DSTRAN,TIME,DTIME,TEMP,DTEMP,PREDEF,DPRED,CMNAME, 
 3 NDI,NSHR,NTENS,NSTATV,PROPS,NPROPS,COORDS,DROT,PNEWDT, 
 4 CELENT,DFGRD0,DFGRD1,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS MAINLY USED TO READ THE DEFORMATION 
GRADIENT AT GAUSSIAN POINTS 
C INITIALIZATION OF SOME DATA IS ALSO DONE IN THIS SUBROUTINE 
C  
 IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
 CHARACTER*80 CMNAME 
 DIMENSION STRESS(NTENS),STATEV(NSTATV), 
     1 DDSDDE(NTENS,NTENS),DDSDDT(NTENS),DRPLDE(NTENS), 
     2 STRAN(NTENS),DSTRAN(NTENS),TIME(2),PREDEF(1),DPRED(1), 
     3 PROPS(NPROPS),COORDS(3),DROT(3,3),DFGRD0(3,3),DFGRD1(3,3) 
 PARAMETER (NELETOT=500) 
 PARAMETER (NNODETOT=2736) 
 COMMON /RRRR/ 
DGARRAY(NELETOT*27*9),DGARRAY1(NELETOT*27*9), 
     &XYZGP(NELETOT*27*3),VECTORNORM(NELETOT*4*3),  
     &SFSFI(20,20),SFSFI0(8,8) 
 COMMON /NNNN/ 
NUMNODE(NELETOT*4*1),ICALLUMATHT,KINCOLD,ICALLUMAT 
 DIMENSION NODE(20),DG(3,3) 
 PARAMETER (POS=DSQRT(15.D0)/5.D0) 
 
C  !WE NEED TO SET THE PROPER TOTAL ELEMENT NUMBER N IN ARRAY 
C   VECTORNORM(N*4*3),NUMNODE(N*4*1),XYZNODE(N*20*3),  
C   ACCORDINGLY THROUGHOUT THIS CODE! 
 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C  DGARRAY---DEFORMATION GRADIENT COMPONENTS AT GAUSSIAN 
POINTS 
C  XYZGP---ORIGINAL POSITION OF ALL THE GAUSSION POINTS 
C  VECTORNORM---NORMAL VECTOR AT THE NODES OF THE SURFACE 
WHERE LI DIFFUSESE IN  
C  XYZNODE---ORIGINAL POSITION OF ALL THE NODES  
C  XI1,XI2,XI3---NATURAL COORDINATES OF GAUSSIAN POINTS 
C  SF---SHAP FUNCTION AT ALL THE 27 GAUSSION POINTS 
C  SFSF---MATRIX FORMED BY 20 GAUSSIAN POINTS OUT OF THE 27 ONES 
C  SFSFI---INVERSE OF THE MATRIX SFSF, WHICH IS USED TO 
EXTRAPOLATE VARIABLES FROM 27 GAUSSIAN POINTS TO 20 NODES 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
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 NE=NOEL 
 NP=NPT 
 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+1)=DFGRD0(1,1) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+2)=DFGRD0(1,2) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+3)=DFGRD0(1,3) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+4)=DFGRD0(2,1) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+5)=DFGRD0(2,2) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+6)=DFGRD0(2,3) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+7)=DFGRD0(3,1) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+8)=DFGRD0(3,2) 
 DGARRAY1((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+9)=DFGRD0(3,3) 
C READ DEFORMATION GRADIENT 
 
 IF(KINC.EQ.0) ICALLUMATHT=0 
 IF(KINC.EQ.0) KINCOLD=0 
 IF(KINC.EQ.1.AND.KSTEP.NE.1) KINCOLD=0 
 IF(KINC-KINCOLD.EQ.1) THEN 
  ICALLUMATHT=0 
  ICALLUMAT=0 
  KINCOLD=KINC 
 ENDIF 
 
 IF(ICALLUMATHT.EQ.NELETOT*27.AND.ICALLUMAT.EQ.NELETOT*27) 
THEN    
  DGARRAY=DGARRAY1 
 ENDIF 
 ICALLUMAT=ICALLUMAT+1 
 
C INITIALIZE SOME DATA  
 IF(KINC.EQ.0) THEN       
       XYZGP((NOEL-1)*81+(NPT-1)*3+1)=COORDS(1) 
  XYZGP((NOEL-1)*81+(NPT-1)*3+2)=COORDS(2) 
  XYZGP((NOEL-1)*81+(NPT-1)*3+3)=COORDS(3) 
 
 IF(ICALLUMAT.EQ.NELETOT*27) THEN 
  DGARRAY=0.D0 
  DO NE=1,NELETOT 
   DO NP=1,27 
    DGARRAY((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+1)=1.D0 
    DGARRAY((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+5)=1.D0 
    DGARRAY((NE-1)*243+(NP-1)*9+9)=1.D0 
   ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
84 
C INITIALIZE DGARRAY 
 
  DO NE=1,NELETOT 
   DO NP=1,4 
    VECTORNORM((NE-1)*12+(NP-1)*3+1)=0.D0 
    VECTORNORM((NE-1)*12+(NP-1)*3+2)=0.D0 
    VECTORNORM((NE-1)*12+(NP-1)*3+3)=1.D0 
   ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
C SET VECTORNORM ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFIC B.C. 
 
 
  C1=-(2.D0*POS**4.D0+3.D0*POS**3.D0-3.D0*POS**2.D0-
7.D0*POS-3.D0) 
     &  /(8.D0*POS**4.D0) 
  C2= (POS**4.D0+2.D0*POS**3.D0-2.D0*POS-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**4.D0) 
  C3=-(2.D0*POS**4.D0+POS**3.D0-3.D0*POS**2.D0-POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(8.D0*POS**4.D0) 
  C4= (POS**4.D0-2.D0*POS**2.D0+1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**4.D0) 
       C5=-(2.D0*POS**4.D0-POS**3.D0-3.D0*POS**2.D0+POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(8.D0*POS**4.D0) 
  C6= (POS**4.D0-2.D0*POS**3.D0+2.D0*POS-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**4.D0) 
  C7=-(2.D0*POS**4.D0-3.D0*POS**3.D0-
3.D0*POS**2.D0+7.D0*POS-3.D0) 
     &  /(8.D0*POS**4.D0) 
 
  C8=-(POS**3.D0+POS**2.D0-POS-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**3.D0) 
  C9= (POS**2.D0+2.D0*POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**2.D0) 
  C10= (POS**3.D0+POS**2.D0-POS-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**3.D0) 
  C11=-(POS**2.D0-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**2.D0) 
  C12= (POS**2.D0-1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**2.D0) 
  C13= (POS**3.D0-POS**2.D0-POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**3.D0) 
  C14=-(POS**3.D0-POS**2.D0-POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**3.D0) 
  C15= (POS**2.D0-2.D0*POS+1.D0) 
     &  /(4.D0*POS**2.D0) 
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  SFSFI(1,1)= C1      
  SFSFI(1,2)= C2      
  SFSFI(1,3)= C3      
  SFSFI(1,4)= C2      
  SFSFI(1,5)= C4      
  SFSFI(1,6)= C3      
  SFSFI(1,7)= C4     
  SFSFI(1,8)= C5 
  SFSFI(1,9)= C2      
  SFSFI(1,10)= C4      
  SFSFI(1,11)= C4      
  SFSFI(1,12)= C6 
  SFSFI(1,13)= C3      
  SFSFI(1,14)= C4      
  SFSFI(1,15)= C5 
  SFSFI(1,16)= C4      
  SFSFI(1,17)= C6 
  SFSFI(1,18)= C5 
  SFSFI(1,19)= C6 
  SFSFI(1,20)= C7 
 
  SFSFI(2,1)= C3     
  SFSFI(2,2)= C2      
  SFSFI(2,3)= C1     
  SFSFI(2,4)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,5)= C2     
  SFSFI(2,6)= C5 
  SFSFI(2,7)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,8)= C3      
  SFSFI(2,9)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,10)= C2      
  SFSFI(2,11)= C6 
  SFSFI(2,12)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,13)= C5 
  SFSFI(2,14)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,15)= C3      
  SFSFI(2,16)= C6 
  SFSFI(2,17)= C4      
  SFSFI(2,18)= C7 
  SFSFI(2,19)= C6 
  SFSFI(2,20)= C5 
 
  SFSFI(3,1)= C5 
  SFSFI(3,2)= C4      
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  SFSFI(3,3)= C3      
  SFSFI(3,4)= C4      
  SFSFI(3,5)= C2      
  SFSFI(3,6)= C3      
  SFSFI(3,7)= C2      
  SFSFI(3,8)= C1      
  SFSFI(3,9)= C6 
  SFSFI(3,10)= C4      
  SFSFI(3,11)= C4      
  SFSFI(3,12)= C2      
  SFSFI(3,13)= C7 
  SFSFI(3,14)= C6 
  SFSFI(3,15)= C5 
  SFSFI(3,16)= C6 
  SFSFI(3,17)= C4      
  SFSFI(3,18)= C5 
  SFSFI(3,19)= C4      
  SFSFI(3,20)= C3   
      
  SFSFI(4,1)= C3      
  SFSFI(4,2)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,3)= C5 
  SFSFI(4,4)= C2    
  SFSFI(4,5)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,6)= C1      
  SFSFI(4,7)= C2      
  SFSFI(4,8)= C3      
  SFSFI(4,9)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,10)= C6 
  SFSFI(4,11)= C2  
  SFSFI(4,12)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,13)= C5 
  SFSFI(4,14)= C6 
  SFSFI(4,15)= C7 
  SFSFI(4,16)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,17)= C6 
  SFSFI(4,18)= C3      
  SFSFI(4,19)= C4      
  SFSFI(4,20)= C5 
 
  SFSFI(5,1)= C3      
  SFSFI(5,2)= C4     
  SFSFI(5,3)= C5 
  SFSFI(5,4)= C4      
  SFSFI(5,5)= C6 
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  SFSFI(5,6)= C5 
  SFSFI(5,7)= C6 
  SFSFI(5,8)= C7 
  SFSFI(5,9)= C2      
  SFSFI(5,10)= C4      
  SFSFI(5,11)= C4      
  SFSFI(5,12)= C6 
  SFSFI(5,13)= C1      
  SFSFI(5,14)= C2      
  SFSFI(5,15)= C3      
  SFSFI(5,16)= C2      
  SFSFI(5,17)= C4      
  SFSFI(5,18)= C3     
  SFSFI(5,19)= C4      
  SFSFI(5,20)= C5 
 
  SFSFI(6,1)= C5 
  SFSFI(6,2)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,3)= C3    
  SFSFI(6,4)= C6 
  SFSFI(6,5)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,6)= C7 
  SFSFI(6,7)= C6 
  SFSFI(6,8)= C5 
  SFSFI(6,9)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,10)= C2      
  SFSFI(6,11)= C6 
  SFSFI(6,12)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,13)= C3     
  SFSFI(6,14)= C2      
  SFSFI(6,15)= C1     
  SFSFI(6,16)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,17)= C2      
  SFSFI(6,18)= C5 
  SFSFI(6,19)= C4      
  SFSFI(6,20)= C3 
        
  SFSFI(7,1)= C7 
  SFSFI(7,2)= C6 
  SFSFI(7,3)= C5 
  SFSFI(7,4)= C6 
  SFSFI(7,5)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,6)= C5 
  SFSFI(7,7)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,8)= C3      
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  SFSFI(7,9)= C6 
  SFSFI(7,10)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,11)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,12)= C2      
  SFSFI(7,13)= C5 
  SFSFI(7,14)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,15)= C3      
  SFSFI(7,16)= C4      
  SFSFI(7,17)= C2      
  SFSFI(7,18)= C3      
  SFSFI(7,19)= C2      
  SFSFI(7,20)= C1  
       
  SFSFI(8,1)= C5 
  SFSFI(8,2)= C6 
  SFSFI(8,3)= C7 
  SFSFI(8,4)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,5)= C6 
  SFSFI(8,6)= C3      
  SFSFI(8,7)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,8)= C5 
  SFSFI(8,9)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,10)= C6 
  SFSFI(8,11)= C2      
  SFSFI(8,12)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,13)= C3      
  SFSFI(8,14)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,15)= C5 
  SFSFI(8,16)= C2      
  SFSFI(8,17)= C4      
  SFSFI(8,18)= C1   
  SFSFI(8,19)= C2      
  SFSFI(8,20)= C3   
      
  SFSFI(9,1)= C8    
  SFSFI(9,2)= C9     
  SFSFI(9,3)= C8      
  SFSFI(9,4)= C10     
  SFSFI(9,5)= C10      
  SFSFI(9,6)= C11      
  SFSFI(9,7)= C12    
  SFSFI(9,8)= C11      
  SFSFI(9,9)= C10      
  SFSFI(9,10)= C10     
  SFSFI(9,11)= C13 
89 
  SFSFI(9,12)= C13 
  SFSFI(9,13)= C11   
  SFSFI(9,14)= C12    
  SFSFI(9,15)= C11   
  SFSFI(9,16)= C13 
  SFSFI(9,17)= C13 
  SFSFI(9,18)= C14 
  SFSFI(9,19)= C15 
  SFSFI(9,20)= C14 
 
  SFSFI(10,1)= C11   
  SFSFI(10,2)= C10     
  SFSFI(10,3)= C8     
  SFSFI(10,4)= C12   
  SFSFI(10,5)= C9    
  SFSFI(10,6)= C11      
  SFSFI(10,7)= C10     
  SFSFI(10,8)= C8      
  SFSFI(10,9)= C13 
  SFSFI(10,10)= C10      
  SFSFI(10,11)= C13 
  SFSFI(10,12)= C10      
  SFSFI(10,13)= C14 
  SFSFI(10,14)= C13 
  SFSFI(10,15)= C11   
  SFSFI(10,16)= C15 
  SFSFI(10,17)= C12   
  SFSFI(10,18)= C14 
  SFSFI(10,19)= C13 
  SFSFI(10,20)= C11 
       
  SFSFI(11,1)= C11     
  SFSFI(11,2)= C12     
  SFSFI(11,3)= C11    
  SFSFI(11,4)= C10 
  SFSFI(11,5)= C10      
  SFSFI(11,6)= C8     
  SFSFI(11,7)= C9      
  SFSFI(11,8)= C8      
  SFSFI(11,9)= C13 
  SFSFI(11,10)= C13 
  SFSFI(11,11)= C10      
  SFSFI(11,12)= C10    
  SFSFI(11,13)= C14 
  SFSFI(11,14)= C15 
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  SFSFI(11,15)= C14 
  SFSFI(11,16)= C13 
  SFSFI(11,17)= C13 
  SFSFI(11,18)= C11   
  SFSFI(11,19)= C12  
  SFSFI(11,20)= C11 
       
  SFSFI(12,1)= C8     
  SFSFI(12,2)= C10     
  SFSFI(12,3)= C11  
  SFSFI(12,4)= C9      
  SFSFI(12,5)= C12    
  SFSFI(12,6)= C8      
  SFSFI(12,7)= C10    
  SFSFI(12,8)= C11  
  SFSFI(12,9)= C10   
  SFSFI(12,10)= C13 
  SFSFI(12,11)= C10   
  SFSFI(12,12)= C13 
  SFSFI(12,13)= C11     
  SFSFI(12,14)= C13 
  SFSFI(12,15)= C14 
  SFSFI(12,16)= C12    
  SFSFI(12,17)= C15 
  SFSFI(12,18)= C11    
  SFSFI(12,19)= C13 
  SFSFI(12,20)= C14 
 
  SFSFI(13,1)= C11   
  SFSFI(13,2)= C12   
  SFSFI(13,3)= C11    
  SFSFI(13,4)= C13 
  SFSFI(13,5)= C13 
  SFSFI(13,6)= C14 
  SFSFI(13,7)= C15 
  SFSFI(13,8)= C14 
  SFSFI(13,9)= C10   
  SFSFI(13,10)= C10   
  SFSFI(13,11)= C13 
  SFSFI(13,12)= C13 
  SFSFI(13,13)= C8      
  SFSFI(13,14)= C9 
  SFSFI(13,15)= C8      
  SFSFI(13,16)= C10   
  SFSFI(13,17)= C10    
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  SFSFI(13,18)= C11    
  SFSFI(13,19)= C12   
  SFSFI(13,20)= C11 
        
  SFSFI(14,1)= C14 
  SFSFI(14,2)= C13 
  SFSFI(14,3)= C11    
  SFSFI(14,4)= C15 
  SFSFI(14,5)= C12  
  SFSFI(14,6)= C14 
  SFSFI(14,7)= C13 
  SFSFI(14,8)= C11    
  SFSFI(14,9)= C13 
  SFSFI(14,10)= C10   
  SFSFI(14,11)= C13 
  SFSFI(14,12)= C10  
  SFSFI(14,13)= C11   
  SFSFI(14,14)= C10    
  SFSFI(14,15)= C8      
  SFSFI(14,16)= C12     
  SFSFI(14,17)= C9     
  SFSFI(14,18)= C11   
  SFSFI(14,19)= C10   
  SFSFI(14,20)= C8 
       
  SFSFI(15,1)= C14 
  SFSFI(15,2)= C15 
  SFSFI(15,3)= C14 
  SFSFI(15,4)= C13 
  SFSFI(15,5)= C13 
  SFSFI(15,6)= C11      
  SFSFI(15,7)= C12      
  SFSFI(15,8)= C11  
  SFSFI(15,9)= C13 
  SFSFI(15,10)= C13 
  SFSFI(15,11)= C10  
  SFSFI(15,12)= C10   
  SFSFI(15,13)= C11      
  SFSFI(15,14)= C12   
  SFSFI(15,15)= C11   
  SFSFI(15,16)= C10   
  SFSFI(15,17)= C10       
  SFSFI(15,18)= C8      
  SFSFI(15,19)= C9   
  SFSFI(15,20)= C8 
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  SFSFI(16,1)= C11   
  SFSFI(16,2)= C13 
  SFSFI(16,3)= C14 
  SFSFI(16,4)= C12    
  SFSFI(16,5)= C15 
  SFSFI(16,6)= C11   
  SFSFI(16,7)= C13 
  SFSFI(16,8)= C14 
  SFSFI(16,9)= C10    
  SFSFI(16,10)= C13 
  SFSFI(16,11)= C10    
  SFSFI(16,12)= C13 
  SFSFI(16,13)= C8      
  SFSFI(16,14)= C10   
  SFSFI(16,15)= C11    
  SFSFI(16,16)= C9   
  SFSFI(16,17)= C12   
  SFSFI(16,18)= C8    
  SFSFI(16,19)= C10    
  SFSFI(16,20)= C11 
        
  SFSFI(17,1)= C8      
  SFSFI(17,2)= C10  
  SFSFI(17,3)= C11    
  SFSFI(17,4)= C10  
  SFSFI(17,5)= C13 
  SFSFI(17,6)= C11    
  SFSFI(17,7)= C13 
  SFSFI(17,8)= C14 
  SFSFI(17,9)= C9     
  SFSFI(17,10)= C12     
  SFSFI(17,11)= C12 
  SFSFI(17,12)= C15 
  SFSFI(17,13)= C8    
  SFSFI(17,14)= C10     
  SFSFI(17,15)= C11    
  SFSFI(17,16)= C10      
  SFSFI(17,17)= C13 
  SFSFI(17,18)= C11     
  SFSFI(17,19)= C13 
  SFSFI(17,20)= C14 
 
  SFSFI(18,1)= C11     
  SFSFI(18,2)= C10   
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  SFSFI(18,3)= C8    
  SFSFI(18,4)= C13 
  SFSFI(18,5)= C10   
  SFSFI(18,6)= C14 
  SFSFI(18,7)= C13 
  SFSFI(18,8)= C11    
  SFSFI(18,9)= C12   
  SFSFI(18,10)= C9  
  SFSFI(18,11)= C15 
  SFSFI(18,12)= C12   
  SFSFI(18,13)= C11   
  SFSFI(18,14)= C10  
  SFSFI(18,15)= C8    
  SFSFI(18,16)= C13 
  SFSFI(18,17)= C10    
  SFSFI(18,18)= C14 
  SFSFI(18,19)= C13 
  SFSFI(18,20)= C11 
   
  SFSFI(19,1)= C14 
  SFSFI(19,2)= C13 
  SFSFI(19,3)= C11   
  SFSFI(19,4)= C13 
  SFSFI(19,5)= C10  
  SFSFI(19,6)= C11   
  SFSFI(19,7)= C10    
  SFSFI(19,8)= C8   
  SFSFI(19,9)= C15 
  SFSFI(19,10)= C12    
  SFSFI(19,11)= C12    
  SFSFI(19,12)= C9  
  SFSFI(19,13)= C14 
  SFSFI(19,14)= C13 
  SFSFI(19,15)= C11   
  SFSFI(19,16)= C13 
  SFSFI(19,17)= C10    
  SFSFI(19,18)= C11    
  SFSFI(19,19)= C10    
  SFSFI(19,20)= C8 
       
  SFSFI(20,1)= C11  
  SFSFI(20,2)= C13 
  SFSFI(20,3)= C14 
  SFSFI(20,4)= C10  
  SFSFI(20,5)= C13 
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  SFSFI(20,6)= C8      
  SFSFI(20,7)= C10      
  SFSFI(20,8)= C11    
  SFSFI(20,9)= C12     
  SFSFI(20,10)= C15 
  SFSFI(20,11)= C9   
  SFSFI(20,12)= C12      
  SFSFI(20,13)= C11  
  SFSFI(20,14)= C13 
  SFSFI(20,15)= C14 
  SFSFI(20,16)= C10     
  SFSFI(20,17)= C13 
  SFSFI(20,18)= C8      
  SFSFI(20,19)= C10   
  SFSFI(20,20)= C11   
 
  A=(POS-1.D0)**2.D0*(POS+1.D0)/POS**3.D0/8.D0 
  B=(POS+1.D0)**2.D0*(POS-1.D0)/POS**3.D0/8.D0 
  C=(POS-1.D0)**3.D0/POS**3.D0/8.D0 
  D=(POS+1.D0)**3.D0/POS**3.D0/8.D0 
     
  SFSFI0(1,1)=A 
  SFSFI0(1,2)=B 
  SFSFI0(1,3)=C 
  SFSFI0(1,4)=A 
  SFSFI0(1,5)=B 
  SFSFI0(1,6)=D 
  SFSFI0(1,7)=A 
  SFSFI0(1,8)=B 
     
  SFSFI0(2,1)=B 
  SFSFI0(2,2)=D 
  SFSFI0(2,3)=A    
  SFSFI0(2,4)=B 
  SFSFI0(2,5)=A 
  SFSFI0(2,6)=B 
  SFSFI0(2,7)=C 
  SFSFI0(2,8)=A 
     
  SFSFI0(3,1)=D 
  SFSFI0(3,2)=B 
  SFSFI0(3,3)=B 
  SFSFI0(3,4)=A 
  SFSFI0(3,5)=B 
  SFSFI0(3,6)=A 
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  SFSFI0(3,7)=A 
  SFSFI0(3,8)=C 
     
  SFSFI0(4,1)=B 
  SFSFI0(4,2)=A 
  SFSFI0(4,3)=A 
  SFSFI0(4,4)=C 
  SFSFI0(4,5)=D 
  SFSFI0(4,6)=B 
  SFSFI0(4,7)=B 
  SFSFI0(4,8)=A 
     
  SFSFI0(5,1)=C 
  SFSFI0(5,2)=A 
  SFSFI0(5,3)=A 
  SFSFI0(5,4)=B 
  SFSFI0(5,5)=A 
  SFSFI0(5,6)=B 
  SFSFI0(5,7)=B 
  SFSFI0(5,8)=D 
     
  SFSFI0(6,1)=A 
  SFSFI0(6,2)=B 
  SFSFI0(6,3)=B 
  SFSFI0(6,4)=D 
  SFSFI0(6,5)=C 
  SFSFI0(6,6)=A 
  SFSFI0(6,7)=A 
  SFSFI0(6,8)=B 
     
  SFSFI0(7,1)=B 
  SFSFI0(7,2)=A 
  SFSFI0(7,3)=D 
  SFSFI0(7,4)=B 
  SFSFI0(7,5)=A 
  SFSFI0(7,6)=C 
  SFSFI0(7,7)=B 
  SFSFI0(7,8)=A 
     
  SFSFI0(8,1)=A 
  SFSFI0(8,2)=C 
  SFSFI0(8,3)=B 
  SFSFI0(8,4)=A 
  SFSFI0(8,5)=B 
  SFSFI0(8,6)=A 
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  SFSFI0(8,7)=D 
  SFSFI0(8,8)=B 
  ENDIF      
 ENDIF                
 
 RETURN 
 END 
************************************************************************
***** 
 
 SUBROUTINE 
UMATHT(U,DUDT,DUDG,FLUX,DFDT,DFDG,STATEV,TEMP, 
     
&DTEMP,DTEMDX,TIME,DTIME,PREDEF,DPRED,CMNAME,NTGRD,NSTATV, 
     &PROPS,NPROPS,COORDS,PNEWDT,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO DEFINE THE EXPRESSION FOR MASS FLUX 
C 
 
 INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
 
 CHARACTER*80 CMNAME 
 DIMENSION DUDG(NTGRD),FLUX(NTGRD),DFDT(NTGRD), 
     &DFDG(NTGRD,NTGRD),STATEV(NSTATV),DTEMDX(NTGRD),TIME(2), 
     &PREDEF(1),DPRED(1),PROPS(NPROPS),COORDS(3) 
 PARAMETER (NELETOT=500) 
 PARAMETER (NNODETOT=2736) 
 COMMON /RRRR/ DGARRAY(NELETOT*27*9), 
DGARRAY1(NELETOT*27*9),    
     &XYZGP(NELETOT*27*3),VECTORNORM(NELETOT*4*3),  
     &SFSFI(20,20),SFSFI0(8,8)   
 COMMON /NNNN/ 
NUMNODE(NELETOT*4*1),ICALLUMATHT,KINCOLD,ICALLUMAT 
 DIMENSION DG(3,3), DCDX0(3),CDMUDX0(3) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION MOBILITY,J0(3)  
  
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C  DGP---DEFORMATION GRADIENT OF 20 GAUSSIAN POINTS IN THIS 
ELEMENT 
C  XI---NATURAL COORDINATES OF THIS GAUSSIAN POINT 
C  DSFDXI---PARTIAL SF PARTIAL XI AT THIS GAUSSIAN POINTS 
C  DSFDX0---PARTIAL SF PARTIAL ORIGINAL COORDINATES AT THIS 
GAUSSIAN POINTS 
C  DG---DEFORMATION GRADIENT TENSOR AT THIS GP 
C  DGI---INVERSE OF DG AT THIS GP 
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C  FJAC---JACOBIAN AT THIS GP 
C  FJACI---INVERSE OF FJAC 
C  XNODE0---ORIGINAL COORDINATES OF THIS GP 
C  DGDG---DG TIMES DG AT THIS GP 
C  DCDX0---GRADIENT OF CONCENTRATION WITH RESPECT TO ORIGINAL 
COORDINATES AT THIS GP 
C  CDMUDX0---CONCENTRATION TIMES GRADIENT OF CHEMICAL 
POTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO ORIGINAL COORDINATES AT THIS GP 
C  MOBILITY---MOBILITY TENSOR AT THIS GP 
C  J0---FLUX AT THIS GP IN ORIGINAL CONFIGURATION   
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C OPEN(10,FILE='D:\SIMULIA\TEMP\DEBUG.TXT',ACCESS='APPEND') 
C WRITE(10,*) 'RUN UMATHT', KSTEP, KINC,NOEL, NPT 
C CLOSE(10) 
 ICALLUMATHT=ICALLUMATHT+1 
 NOEL=NOEL-100000 
 
 DG(1,1)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+1) 
 DG(1,2)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+2) 
 DG(1,3)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+3) 
 DG(2,1)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+4) 
 DG(2,2)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+5) 
 DG(2,3)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+6) 
 DG(3,1)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+7) 
 DG(3,2)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+8) 
 DG(3,3)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(NPT-1)*9+9) 
       
 DETDG=DG(1,1)*DG(2,2)*DG(3,3)-DG(1,1)*DG(2,3)*DG(3,2) 
     &   -DG(2,1)*DG(1,2)*DG(3,3)+DG(2,1)*DG(1,3)*DG(3,2) 
     &   +DG(3,1)*DG(1,2)*DG(2,3)-DG(3,1)*DG(2,2)*DG(1,3) 
         
C  !WE NEED TO SET THE VALUE OF ALPHA, BETA, A0, B0 ACCORDINGLY 
HERE! 
 C=TEMP 
 MOBILITY=1 
 DCDX0=0.D0 
 DO I=1,3 
  DCDX0(1)=DCDX0(1)+DG(I,1)*DTEMDX(I) 
  DCDX0(2)=DCDX0(2)+DG(I,2)*DTEMDX(I) 
  DCDX0(3)=DCDX0(3)+DG(I,3)*DTEMDX(I) 
 ENDDO 
 IF(C.LE.0.99D0) THEN 
 CDMUDC=1.D0/(1.D0-C)  
 ENDIF 
 IF(C.GT.0.99D0) THEN 
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 CDMUDC=1.D2+1.D4*(C-0.99D0) 
 ENDIF 
 IF(KSTEP.EQ.2.AND.C.LT.0.D0) THEN 
 CDMUDC=1.D1 
 ENDIF 
 CDMUDX0(1)=CDMUDC*DCDX0(1) 
 CDMUDX0(2)=CDMUDC*DCDX0(2) 
 CDMUDX0(3)=CDMUDC*DCDX0(3)  
 J0(1)=-MOBILITY*CDMUDX0(1) 
 J0(2)=-MOBILITY*CDMUDX0(2) 
 J0(3)=-MOBILITY*CDMUDX0(3) 
 
 DUDT = 1.D0/DETDG 
 DUDG = 0.D0 
 DU = DUDT*DTEMP 
 U = U+DU 
 
 FLUX=0.D0 
 FLUX(1)=1.D0/DETDG*(DG(1,1)*J0(1)+DG(1,2)*J0(2)+DG(1,3)*J0(3))  
 FLUX(2)=1.D0/DETDG*(DG(2,1)*J0(1)+DG(2,2)*J0(2)+DG(2,3)*J0(3))  
 FLUX(3)=1.D0/DETDG*(DG(3,1)*J0(1)+DG(3,2)*J0(2)+DG(3,3)*J0(3)) 
  
 
 DFDT=0.D0  
 IF(C.LE.0.99D0) THEN 
 DCDMUDCDC=1.D0/(1.D0-C)**2.D0  
 ENDIF 
 IF(C.GT.0.99D0) THEN 
 DCDMUDCDC=1.D4 
 ENDIF  
 DO I=1,3 
  DFDT(1)=DFDT(1)-
DG(1,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*DCDMUDCDC*DCDX0(I) 
      DFDT(2)=DFDT(2)-DG(2,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*DCDMUDCDC*DCDX0(I) 
      DFDT(3)=DFDT(3)-DG(3,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*DCDMUDCDC*DCDX0(I) 
 ENDDO    
 
 DFDG=0.D0 
 DO I=1,3 
  DFDG(1,1)=DFDG(1,1)-
DG(1,I)*DG(1,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(1,2)=DFDG(1,2)-
DG(1,I)*DG(2,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(1,3)=DFDG(1,3)-
DG(1,I)*DG(3,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
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  DFDG(2,1)=DFDG(2,1)-
DG(2,I)*DG(1,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(2,2)=DFDG(2,2)-
DG(2,I)*DG(2,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(2,3)=DFDG(2,3)-
DG(2,I)*DG(3,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(3,1)=DFDG(3,1)-
DG(3,I)*DG(1,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(3,2)=DFDG(3,2)-
DG(3,I)*DG(2,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
  DFDG(3,3)=DFDG(3,3)-
DG(3,I)*DG(3,I)/DETDG*MOBILITY*CDMUDC 
 ENDDO 
C DFDG=0.D0  
     
 NOEL=NOEL+100000 
 
 RETURN 
 END 
************************************************************************    
 
 
 SUBROUTINE 
UEXPAN(EXPAN,DEXPANDT,TEMP,TIME,DTIME,PREDEF,DPRED, 
     $ STATEV,CMNAME,NSTATV,NOEL) 
C 
C  THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO REALIZE THE EIGEN EXPANSION 
 INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
 CHARACTER*80 CMNAME 
C 
 DIMENSION EXPAN(*),DEXPANDT(*),TEMP(2),TIME(2),PREDEF(*), 
     $     DPRED(*),STATEV(NSTATV) 
C  
 BETA=2.82 
 EXPAN(1)=0 
 DEXPANDT(1)=0 
 EXPAN(2)=0 
 DEXPANDT(2)=0 
 EXPAN(3)=(1+BETA*TEMP(1))/(1+BETA*(TEMP(1)-TEMP(2)))-1 
 DEXPANDT(3)=-BETA**2*TEMP(2)/(1+BETA*(TEMP(1)-TEMP(2)))**2 
C 
 RETURN 
 END 
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************************************************************************ 
 
 SUBROUTINE 
DFLUX(FLUX,SOL,KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NOEL,NPT,COORDS,KLTYP, 
     &TEMP,PRESS,SNAME) 
C 
C  THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO REALIZE THE CONSTANT FLUX B.C. 
C 
 INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
 DIMENSION COORDS(3),FLUX(2),TIME(2) 
 CHARACTER*80 SNAME 
 PARAMETER (NELETOT=500) 
 PARAMETER (NNODETOT=2736) 
 COMMON /RRRR/ 
DGARRAY(NELETOT*27*9),DGARRAY1(NELETOT*27*9),  
     &XYZGP(NELETOT*27*3),VECTORNORM(NELETOT*4*3), 
     &SFSFI(20,20),SFSFI0(8,8)   
 COMMON /NNNN/ 
NUMNODE(NELETOT*4*1),ICALLUMATHT,KINCOLD,ICALLUMAT 
 DIMENSION VN(3),VNDGI(3),DGP(8,9),DG(3,3),DGI(3,3),XYZNODE(20*3) 
 PARAMETER (POS=DSQRT(15.D0)/5.D0) 
 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C  VN---NOMAL VECTOR AT THIS NODE 
C  VNDGI---VN TIMES DGI AT THIS NODE 
C  DGP---DEFORMATION GRADIENT AT 20 GAUSSIAN POINTS 
C  DG---DEFORMATION GRADIENT TENSOR AT THIS NODE 
C  DGI---INVERSE OF DG 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
 NOEL=NOEL-100000 
 
 IF (KINC.EQ.0) THEN 
  NE=NOEL 
  DO NP=1,20         
   XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+1)= 
     &   SFSFI(NP,1)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(1-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,2)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(2-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,3)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(3-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,4)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(4-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,5)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(6-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,6)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(7-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,7)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(8-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,8)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(9-1)*3+1)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,9)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(10-1)*3+1)+ 
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     &   SFSFI(NP,10)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(12-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,11)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(16-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,12)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(18-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,13)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(19-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,14)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(20-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,15)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(21-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,16)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(22-1)*3+1)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,17)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(24-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,18)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(25-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,19)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(26-1)*3+1)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,20)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(27-1)*3+1) 
 
   XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+2)= 
     &   SFSFI(NP,1)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(1-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,2)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(2-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,3)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(3-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,4)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(4-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,5)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(6-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,6)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(7-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,7)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(8-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,8)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(9-1)*3+2)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,9)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(10-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,10)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(12-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,11)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(16-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,12)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(18-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,13)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(19-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,14)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(20-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,15)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(21-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,16)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(22-1)*3+2)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,17)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(24-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,18)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(25-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,19)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(26-1)*3+2)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,20)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(27-1)*3+2) 
 
   XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+3)= 
     &   SFSFI(NP,1)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(1-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,2)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(2-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,3)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(3-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,4)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(4-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,5)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(6-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,6)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(7-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,7)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(8-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,8)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(9-1)*3+3)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,9)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(10-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,10)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(12-1)*3+3)+ 
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     &   SFSFI(NP,11)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(16-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,12)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(18-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,13)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(19-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,14)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(20-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,15)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(21-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,16)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(22-1)*3+3)+ 
     &      SFSFI(NP,17)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(24-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,18)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(25-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,19)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(26-1)*3+3)+ 
     &   SFSFI(NP,20)*XYZGP((NE-1)*81+(27-1)*3+3) 
  
   DISTANCE=(COORDS(1)-XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+1))**2.D0 
     &    +(COORDS(2)-XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+2))**2.D0 
     &    +(COORDS(3)-XYZNODE((NP-1)*3+3))**2.D0 
   IF (DISTANCE.LE.1.D-12) THEN 
    NUMNODE((NOEL-1)*4+NPT)=NP 
   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
 ENDIF 
       
 DGP=0.D0 
 DO I=1,9  
  DGP(1,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(1-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(2,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(3-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(3,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(7-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(4,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(9-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(5,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(19-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(6,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(21-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(7,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(25-1)*9+I) 
  DGP(8,I)=DGARRAY((NOEL-1)*243+(27-1)*9+I) 
 ENDDO 
    
 DG=0.D0 
 NNODE=NUMNODE((NOEL-1)*4+NPT) 
 DO I=1,8 
  DG(1,1)=DG(1,1)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,1) 
  DG(1,2)=DG(1,2)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,2) 
  DG(1,3)=DG(1,3)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,3) 
  DG(2,1)=DG(2,1)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,4) 
  DG(2,2)=DG(2,2)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,5) 
  DG(2,3)=DG(2,3)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,6) 
  DG(3,1)=DG(3,1)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,7) 
  DG(3,2)=DG(3,2)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,8) 
  DG(3,3)=DG(3,3)+SFSFI0(NNODE,I)*DGP(I,9) 
 ENDDO 
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 DETDG=DG(1,1)*DG(2,2)*DG(3,3)-DG(1,1)*DG(2,3)*DG(3,2) 
     &  -DG(2,1)*DG(1,2)*DG(3,3)+DG(2,1)*DG(1,3)*DG(3,2) 
     &  +DG(3,1)*DG(1,2)*DG(2,3)-DG(3,1)*DG(2,2)*DG(1,3) 
 
 DGI(1,1)= (DG(2,2)*DG(3,3)-DG(2,3)*DG(3,2))/DETDG 
 DGI(1,2)=-(DG(1,2)*DG(3,3)-DG(1,3)*DG(3,2))/DETDG 
 DGI(1,3)=-(DG(1,3)*DG(2,2)-DG(1,2)*DG(2,3))/DETDG 
 DGI(2,1)=-(DG(2,1)*DG(3,3)-DG(2,3)*DG(3,1))/DETDG 
 DGI(2,2)= (DG(1,1)*DG(3,3)-DG(1,3)*DG(3,1))/DETDG 
 DGI(2,3)=-(DG(1,1)*DG(2,3)-DG(1,3)*DG(2,1))/DETDG 
 DGI(3,1)=-(DG(2,2)*DG(3,1)-DG(2,1)*DG(3,2))/DETDG 
 DGI(3,2)=-(DG(1,1)*DG(3,2)-DG(1,2)*DG(3,1))/DETDG 
 DGI(3,3)= (DG(1,1)*DG(2,2)-DG(1,2)*DG(2,1))/DETDG 
  
 VN(1)=VECTORNORM((NOEL-1)*12+(NPT-1)*3+1) 
 VN(2)=VECTORNORM((NOEL-1)*12+(NPT-1)*3+2) 
 VN(3)=VECTORNORM((NOEL-1)*12+(NPT-1)*3+3) 
 
 
 VNDGI(1)=VN(1)*DGI(1,1)+VN(2)*DGI(2,1)+VN(3)*DGI(3,1) 
 VNDGI(2)=VN(1)*DGI(1,2)+VN(2)*DGI(2,2)+VN(3)*DGI(3,2) 
 VNDGI(3)=VN(1)*DGI(1,3)+VN(2)*DGI(2,3)+VN(3)*DGI(3,3) 
 
 AREARATIO=DETDG*DSQRT(VNDGI(1)**2.D0+VNDGI(2)**2.D0+VNDGI
(3)**2.D0) 
C  AREARATIA--- THE RATIO OF CURRENT SURFACE AREA TO ORIGINAL 
AREA 
 
 
C IF(KSTEP.EQ.1) FLUXNOMINAL=1.6666666666667   
 IF(KSTEP.EQ.1) FLUXNOMINAL=0.0185185185185  
  
 FLUX(1)=FLUXNOMINAL/AREARATIO 
 FLUX(2)=0.D0 
 
 NOEL=NOEL+100000  
 
 RETURN 
 END 
************************************************************************ 
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